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Executive Summary
The City of Sarasota is vulnerable to a number of natural hazards including the effect of flood
and wind damage caused by hurricanes, tropical storms, wither storms, tornados, and wildfires.
With a sizable amount of the City’s land in a floodplain, an aging population, and history of
natural hazard damages, it is clear that a focus on hazard mitigation will likely go a long way to
benefiting the overall well-being of the City’s residents. The Sarasota County Unified Local
Mitigation Strategy 2009 has been constructed in accordance with the requirements of the 2000
Disaster Management Act, and will provide the City and its citizens a better understanding of the
natural hazards the City faces. It also addresses assets vulnerable to those hazards, and the
strategies available to mitigate those hazards. The plan will help the City build support for
mitigation activities, develop more effective public education policies regarding mitigation and
disasters, and integrate mitigation processes into other community programs as well as post
disaster recovery activities. All of this will also allow a mechanism for obtaining disaster related
grants in the aftermath of a disaster.
The Local Mitigation Strategy Work Group (LMSWG) analyzed and prioritized the natural
hazards that threatened Sarasota County. The hazards were then listed in the Hazard
Identification section of the plan, based on the likelihood of occurrence. The plan focuses on the
hazards that have the highest probability of occurring. The LMSWG considered and analyzed
the potential impact of these hazards, which were finally listed in the Plan’s Vulnerability
Assessment section. The LMSWG also evaluated their current capabilities in mitigating against
certain types of hazards. This evaluation went into the Capability Assessment section of the
plan. The Hazard Identification, Vulnerability Assessment, and the Capability Assessment all
compose the Risk Assessment section of the document. After reviewing the Risk Assessment,
the City of Sarasota developed its own strategies and policies to address mitigation for its
jurisdiction.
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Bylaws of the Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Work Group

ARTICLE I.

PURPOSE OF THE LMS WORK GROUP

The Sarasota County Board of County Commisioners, Local Mitigation Strategy (LMS)
Work Group is responsible for maintaining current the LMS in accordance with Chapter
9G-22.004 and 9G-22.005 of the Florida Administrative Code. The LMS Work Group
will develop a comprehensive planning document intended to reduce or attempt to
eliminate the loss of life, property and economic vitality in the event of a natural or
technological disaster; to be formally adopted by local government officials, County
Commissioners, incorporated jurisdictions within the county for eligibility to pre-disaster
mitigation funding and federal disaster relief. The LMS Work Group will develop,
update and maintain a comprehensive plan for hazard mitigation which will be intended
to accomplish said purpose.
ARTICLE II

MEMBERSHIP

Participation in the LMS Work Group is voluntary by all entities. Membership in the
LMS Work Group is open to all jurisdictions, county government, private and civic
organizations, trade and commercial support groups, property owners associations,
Native American Tribes or authorized tribal organizations, State agencies, regional
planning council, independent special districts, and non-profit organizations.
Establishment of an LMS Work Group including participants, organizational structure
and eligibility are authorized by Chapter 9G-22.004 and 9G-22.005 F.A.C. These rules
are authorized under Chapter 252 F.S.
A.

Voting members

Jurisdictions in good standing are eligible to vote and submit mitigation projects by
complying with each of the following criteria: 1) the jurisdiction must have adopted the
most recent LMS by Resolution or Ordinance; and 2) the jurisdiction's voting member or
alternate(s) must have attended at least one of the preceding two consecutive most recent
LMS Work Group meetings (min. 66.7% attendance rate).
Jurisdictions within Sarasota County eligible to vote upon satisfying the above
prerequisites:
City of North Port
City of Venice
Sarasota County School Board
Town of Longboat Key

City of Sarasota
Sarasota County
Sarasota Memorial Hospital
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Non voting members

Chapter 9G, (c) F.A.C. – Representation from interested private organizations, civic
organizations, trade and commercial support groups, property owners associations,
Native American Tribes or authorized tribal organizations, water management districts,
regional planning councils, independent special districts and non-profit organizations.
The LMS Work Group encourages organizations, community stakeholders and other
agencies, listed in Chapter 9G-22.004 and 9G-22.005 F.A.C. above, to demonstrate their
participation by endorsing the LMS Work Group by letter and participating in Work
Group meetings.

ARTICLE III
A.

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

Officers

The organizational structure of the LMS Work Group shall consist of a Chair and Vice
Chair. The Chair will be a staff member of the Sarasota County Emergency Management
Department and appointed by the Sarasota County Emergency Management Chief. The
Vice Chair will be elected by majority vote of the voting members, with additional
officers appointed by the Chair as needed. Any voting member or alternate of the LMS
Work Group in good standing as described in Article II. A. is eligible for election as an
officer. The Chair of the LMS Work Group will declare meetings, prepare agendas, and
preside at each meeting of the LMS Work Group, as well as establish permanent or
temporary Committees when necessary and assign personnel to them. The Vice Chair
will fulfill the duties and responsibilities of the Chair in his or her absence. The Vice
Chair will serve a term of one calendar year beginning January through December and be
eligible for re-election.
Elections for officers of the subsequent term will occur during the last quarter meeting of
each calendar year.
B.

Membership
•
•
•
•
•

Representatives from Sarasota County Board of County Commisioners
Representatives from each jurisdiction within Sarasota County
Representatives from private business or civic associations and/or other groups
the Chair may invite (per Chapter 9G-22.004 and .005 F.A.C.) who support the
LMS.
Independent Special District
General Public
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Committees

A permanent or temporary Committee and their members may be established at any time
for special purposes by the LMS Work Group and the Chair. All members of the
Committee (s) may vote regardless of their jurisdiction or organizational membership.
1.

The Project Ranking Committee

The Project Ranking Committee will work on a permanent basis while scoring projects
for ranking purposes. This Committee serves at the pleasure of the Chair and the LMS
Work Group and must report to the Work Group on project scoring at each Work Group
meeting. Initially, this Committee will meet on a quarterly basis depending on volume of
projects.
2.

Local Mitigation Strategy Plan Committee

The Local Mitigation Strategy Plan Committee will work on a permanent basis to
maintain the plan in accordance with State and Federal regulations. This Committee
serves at the pleasure of the Chair and the LMS Work Group and must report to the Work
Group on changes to State and Federal regulations that impact the plan. Initially, this
Committee will meet on a quarterly basis depending on volume of changes to State and
Federal regulations.
D.

Staffing

Sarasota County Emergency Services Business Center, Department of Emergency
Management will provide staff support to the LMS Work Group, Chair and any
Committee created by the Chair. This support shall include technical and clerical support
as necessary for the benefit of the LMS Work Group. Other jurisdictions and
organizations may also provide such services on a voluntary basis upon request of the
chair of the LMS Work Group.

ARTICLE IV

RESPONSIBILITIES

All responsibilities of the LMS Work Group shall be as specified by Chapter 9G-22.004
and 9G-22.005 F.A.C. These rules are authorized under F.S. 252.
The LMS Work Group will be responsible for oversight and coordination of all actions
and decisions by each Committee formed and are solely responsible for formal actions in
the name of the Committee, including the release of reports, development of resolutions,
issuance of position papers and similar activities. The LMS Work Group makes
assignments to the Committee, coordinates their work and takes action on their
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recommendations. All duties described above are within the supervision of the LMS
Work Group Chair.
A.

Planning

The LMS Work Group will be responsible to identify, analyze hazards threatening
Sarasota County and the vulnerabilities to those hazards as well as to assist in the
definition of actions to mitigate the impacts of those hazards; to define structural and
non-structural actions needed to decrease the human, economic and environmental
impacts of disasters and to prepare for consideration and action by the LMS Work Group
a strategy for implementation of those initiatives in both the pre and post-disaster time
frame; to define the general financial vulnerability of the community to the impacts of
disasters; to assist with identification of initiatives to minimize vulnerabilities; and to
seek funding sources for all priority mitigation initiatives identified in the mitigation
strategy developed by the LMS Work Group.
B.

Public Information

The LMS Work Group will encourage public input. Sarasota County Emergency
Services Business Center, Department of Emergency Management staff will inform the
public about the activities of the LMS Work Group by way of local newspaper published
in the Public Meetings section and when possible on the Sarasota County Web site in
accordance with Chapter 286 F.S.
ARTICLE V
A.

ACTIONS BY THE LMS WORK GROUP

Authority of Actions

The LMS Work Group voting members have final authority regarding decisions and or
actions to the LMS including adoption of recommendations from any or all Committee
groups.

B.

Meetings, Voting and Quorum

Meetings of the LMS Work Group including all Committee groups will be conducted in
accord with Robert’s Rules of Order, if and when deemed necessary by the Chair of the
meeting. Regular meetings of the LMS Work Group will be scheduled at least quarterly
with a minimum of ten (10) working days notice. Committee groups, then assigned by
the LMS Work Group, will meet as necessary.
Each voting member in good standing, as defined in Article II of this document, is
allowed to cast one vote. Voting must be done in person while attending a LMS Work
Group meeting. Proxy voting is not allowed. However, each jurisdiction may designate
up to two alternate members who may vote in the absence of the regular voting member.
Such alternate voting members must be permanent alternates and so designated at least
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10 working days in advance of the meeting at which they will vote. Each jurisdiction
must provide a list and maintain any revisions of the regular and alternate members to the
LMS Work Group.
All final actions and decisions made by the LMS Work Group will be by affirmative vote
of a quorum of the voting members. A quorum consists of a minimum of three (3) voting
members in attendance.
The Chair, or the Vice Chair in his or her absence, will not be a general voting member.
The Chair or Vice Chair will only cast a vote to break a tie vote.
C.

Special meetings

Special meetings and any possible voting may be conducted under administrative
emergency situations or when other extenuating circumstances judged necessary by both
the Chair and Vice Chair of the LMS Work Group. If extenuating circumstances occur
and it is impossible for the LMS Work Group to meet together in one location, it is
acceptable to meet via conference call, the web or other methods available at that time.
All special meetings shall be conducted in accordance with Chapter 125 F.S. under
emergency situations including any waivers of Article IV, Public Information.
D.

Public Hearings

When required by statute or the policies of Sarasota County Board of County
Commisioners or when deemed necessary by the LMS Work Group, a public hearing
regarding actions under consideration for implementation by the LMS Work Group will
be held in accord with Chapter 125 F.S. for public hearings.
E.

Documentation of Actions

All meetings minutes and other forms of action by the LMS Work Group and any
Committees will be documented and made available for inspection by the public as
provided by Chapter 119 F.S.
Meeting minutes will be prepared by the Recorder and distributed by the Chair to the
attending members for approval. Attending members will have three working days to
voice approval or disapproval of the meeting minutes. Failure to respond within three
working days will constitute approval of the meeting minutes. Upon approval by the
attending members, the Chair will ensure the meeting minutes are recorded with the
Sarasota County Public Records office.

ARTICLE VI

ADOPTION OF AND AMENDMENTS TO THE BYLAWS

The Bylaws of the LMS may be adopted and/or amended by a two-thirds vote of the
voting members present, during a regular meeting. All proposed amendments to the
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Bylaws will be provided to each member of the LMS Work Group not less than ten (10)
working days prior to a vote.
ARTICLE VII

DISSOLVEMENT OF THE LMS WORKING GROUP

The LMS Work Group may be dissolved by the affirmative vote of two-thirds of the
voting membership in good standing of the LMS Work Group and/or by instruction of the
Sarasota County Board of County Commisioners. When the LMS Work Group
terminates activity; all remaining documents, records, equipment and supplies belonging
to the LMS Work Group will be transferred for disposition to Sarasota County
Emergency Services Business Center, Department of Emergency Management who is
responsible for the Local Mitigation Strategy per Chapter 9G-22.004 and 9G-22.005
F.A.C. and specific authority F.S. 252.

December 16, 2006
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City of Sarasota
Mitigation Strategy Project List

US
41/us301/Wood
Street Intersection
Drainage
4 Improvements
US 301
Intersection
Drainage
5 Improvement
6th Street at US
301 Stormwater
6 Project

Underground
7 power at Verna
Gulfstream at Us
41 Intersection
Drainage
8 Improvements

Mitigation Effort

GIS/GPS Mobile
Systems

Replace
Generator

Provide 100%
Generator for
Water Treatment
Plant

Cost

Project #

Problem
Unable to
determine
location of
facilities and
intersections
1 GIS Software
Present
Replacement
Generator is
Generator for
Police Department insufficient to
run the EOC
2 (EOC)
The water
treatment plant
does not have
sufficient
Provide 100%
generator capacity generator
capacity
3 for WTP

Rank

Description

Evaluation of Mitigation Actions
Total Score

Project #

Existing 2004 City of Sarasota
Project Plan
Reviewed
by and
Date

Funded and
Actual Cost Efficacy of Project

$90,000

27

1 2CS

CC
7/9/2009

Daily
Operations Initial data imported from AutoCAD to GIS and verified by SARA
Undetermine process. GeoDataBase Admin is Susan Blake.
d
No stand alone or integrated project exist to address this.

$100,000

27

2 3CS

RW
3/12/2009

Bonds

No longer valid. Building new Police Building w/generator

$800,000

24

3 4CS

GF
10/31/2008 CIP

In 2008, a new 1750 Kw generator was installed at the Water
Treatment Facility. This provided for full power backup in the
event of Utility Power loss. The benefit to the customers is having
uninterrupted high quality treated potable water.

$700,000

24

4 5CS

RW
3/12/2009

N/A

FDOT responsibility

$700,000

24

5 6CS

RW
3/12/2009

N/A

FDOT responsibility

$5,000

24

GF
6 14CS 9/17/2009

N/A

Street and
structure
flooding

Construct
improvement to
existing storm
drain system
Construct
improvement to
existing storm
drain system
Construct larger
inlets. Reports of
two structures
flooding.

City owned
power for
Verna Well
field is
underground

Place power for
well field
underground

$1,000,000

23

7 1CS

GF
CIP
10/31/2008 $3,200,000

This project was removed
From 2003-05, The Utilities Department funded a project to put
all of the overhead power lines underground. This was done to
ensure reliable power for the City's Verna Well Field would
continue to produce water in the event of wind related damage
from downed trees. Additional benefit was reduced lightning
strikes to the infrastructure.

Flooding of
intersection

Raise roadway
from Bridge to
Cocoanut Avenue $2,000,000

23

8 7CS

GF
9/18/2009

This project was removed

Flooding of
intersection

Flooding of
intersection
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City of Sarasota
Mitigation Strategy Project List

Computer Server
9 back-up

North side of
Public Works
does not have
a generator.
Signage may
blow away in a
Placement of
Placards on Street major storm
event
11 Corners
Ed Smith will
be used as a
staging and
emergency
Generator for Ed center but has
no generator
12 Smith
No easement
for
Easement from
maintenance
Shade to Euclid
of drainage
for Stormwater
g
system
13 Maintenance

Obtain easement

12th Street and
Lockwood Ridge
Stormwater
14 Project

Generator for
Public Works
10 North side

Intersection
Flooding
Span wire
signals are not
Replace span wire as secure
during high
with mast arms
wind events
15 US 301 at 17th
Span wire
Replace span wire signals are not
as secure
with mast arms
during high
US 301 at
wind events
16 Fruitville

Provide a
generator

23

Project #

Problem
Mitigation Effort Cost
Server does
not have back- Provide Computer
up support
Server Back-up
$30,000

Rank

Description

Evaluation of Mitigation Actions
Total Score

Project #

Existing 2004 City of Sarasota
Project Plan

9 8CS

Reviewed
by and
Date
CC
7/10/2009

Funded and
Actual Cost Efficacy of Project
Server no longer located at PW. All server back-ups completed
by IT Department in the server room as part of normal
N/A
operations.

GF
CIP
10/31/2008 $600,000

In 2005 a project was implemented to incorporate the electrical
services of Public Services with the Wastewater Treatment
Facility. This ensured that the North side of Public Works shared
emergency backup power during power outages.

$120,000

23

10 9CS

$20,000

22

GF
11 11CS 9/17/2009

N/A

This project was removed

$120,000

21

GF
12 15CS 9/17/2009

N/A

This project was removed

$5,000

20

GF
13 10CS 9/17/2009

N/A

This project was removed

Install
approximately 200'
of pipe, 2 inlets
and a swale along
the north side of
12th Street.

$290,000

20

GF
14 17CS 9/17/2009

N/A

This project was removed

Replace span wire
signal with a mast
arm

$100,000

20

DH
Funding by
15 50CS 03/12/2009 FDOT

Replacement by FDOT 2010

Replace span wire
signal with a mast
arm

$100,000

20

DH
Funding by
16 51CS 03/12/2009 FDOT

Replacement by FDOT 2010

Place placards or
other means for
labeling streets

Provide a
generator
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City of Sarasota
Mitigation Strategy Project List

Replace span wire
with mast arms
17 US 301 at Ringling

Replace span wire
with mast arms
18 US 301 at Oak
Replace span wire
with mast arms
Fruitville Road at
19 East
Replace span wire
with mast arms
Fruitville Road at
20 School
Replace
span
p
p wire
with mast arms
Fruitville Road at
21 Lime
Replace span wire
with mast arms
Fruitville Road at
22 Shade
Replace span wire
with mast arms
Fruitville Road at
23 Lockwood

Replace span wire
signal with a mast
arm

$100,000

20

DH
Funding by
17 30CS 03/12/2009 FDOT

Replaced by FDOT in 2003

Replace span wire
signal with a mast
arm

$100,000

20

DH
Funding by
18 29CS 03/12/2009 FDOT

Replaced by FDOT in 2003

Replace span wire
signal with a mast
arm

$125,000

20

DH
Funding by
19 42CS 03/12/2009 FDOT

Replacement by FDOT 2010

Replace span wire
signal with a mast
arm

$125,000

20

DH
Funding by
20 43CS 03/12/2009 FDOT

Intersection will be rebuilt on existing poles by FDOT 2010

Replace span wire
signal with a mast
arm

$125,000

20

DH
Funding by
21 44CS 03/12/2009 FDOT

Replacement by FDOT 2009

Replace span wire
signal with a mast
arm

$125,000

20

DH
Funding by
22 45CS 03/12/2009 FDOT

Replacement by FDOT 2009

Replace span wire
signal with a mast
arm

$125,000

20

DH
Funding by
23 46CS 03/12/2009 FDOT

Replacement by FDOT 2009

Mitigation Effort

Cost

Project #

Problem
Span wire
signals are not
as secure
during high
wind events
Span wire
signals are not
as secure
during high
wind events
Span wire
signals are not
as secure
during high
wind events
Span wire
signals are not
as secure
during high
wind events
Span wire
signals
are not
g
as secure
during high
wind events
Span wire
signals are not
as secure
during high
wind events
Span wire
signals are not
as secure
during high
wind events

Rank

Description

Evaluation of Mitigation Actions
Total Score

Project #

Existing 2004 City of Sarasota
Project Plan
Reviewed
by and
Date

Funded and
Actual Cost Efficacy of Project
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City of Sarasota
Mitigation Strategy Project List

Project #

Rank

Evaluation of Mitigation Actions
Total Score

Project #

Existing 2004 City of Sarasota
Project Plan
Reviewed
by and
Date

Replace span wire
signal with a mast
arm

$125,000

20

Funded and
Actual Cost Efficacy of Project
Funding by
FDOT for
materials
and design,
City to fund
construction(
DH
Replacement 2009
24 47CS 03/12/2009 $126,000)

Replace span wire
signal with a mast
arm

$125,000

20

DH
Funding by
25 48CS 03/12/2009 FDOT

No standby
Standby power for power at major Provide standby
26 US 41 at Fruitville intersections power

$18,000

20

DH
26 52CS 03/12/2009

UPS was installed by City in 2004, generator ready. City owns ??
$3,200.00 generators for traffic signal backup power.

Standby power for No standby
US 41 at
power at major Provide standby
intersections power
27 Gulfstream

$18,000

20

DH
27 53CS 03/12/2009

UPS was installed by City in 2004, generator ready. City owns ??
$3,200.00 generators for traffic signal backup power.

No standbyy
Standby power for power at major Provide standby
28 US 301 at US 41 intersections power

$18,000

20

DH
28 54CS 03/12/2009

UPS was installed by City in 2004, generator ready. City owns ??
$3,200.00 generators for traffic signal backup power.

Standby power for No standby
US 41 at Bee
power at major Provide standby
intersections power
29 Ridge

$18,000

20

DH
29 55CS 03/12/2009

UPS was installed by City in 2004, generator ready. City owns ??
$3,200.00 generators for traffic signal backup power.

Standby power for No standby
US 301 at
power at major Provide standby
intersections power
30 Fruitville

$18,000

20

DH
30 56CS 03/12/2009

UPS was installed by City in 2004, generator ready. City owns ??
$3,200.00 generators for traffic signal backup power.

No standby
Standby power for power at major Provide standby
31 Fruitville at Tuttle intersections power

$18,000

20

DH
31 57CS 03/12/2009

UPS was installed by City in 2004, generator ready. City owns ??
$3,200.00 generators for traffic signal backup power.

Standby power for No standby
Fruitville at
power at major Provide standby
intersections power
32 Beneva

$18,000

20

DH
32 58CS 03/12/2009

UPS was installed by City in 2004, generator ready. City owns ??
$3,200.00 generators for traffic signal backup power.

Description

Problem

Span wire
signals are not
as secure
during high
wind events
Span wire
Replace span wire signals are not
as secure
with mast arms
Fruitville Road at during high
wind events
25 McIntosh
Replace span wire
with mast arms
Fruitville Road at
24 Beneva

Mitigation Effort

Cost

Replacement by FDOT 2009
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City of Sarasota
Mitigation Strategy Project List

Mitigation Effort

8th Street from
Lime to RR tracks Flooding of
Stormwater
street and
homes
33 Project
South end of
Gulfstream
Stormwater
34 Project

35

36

37

38

Install approx. 300
feet of large piping
system.
Install approx. 75'
of pipe between
existing inlets.
Redirect bubbler
Street flooding box outflow.

Infiltration into
the sanitary
sewer systems
occurs
following
Replace building tropical
sewers in low lying weather
systems
areas
Only major lift
stations are
presently
p
y on
the
Supervisory
Control and
date
Put all lift stations Acquisition
System
on the SCADA
(SCADA)
system
City Hall does
Power Generator not have a
for City Hall
generator
Span wire
signals are not
Replace span wire as secure
during high
with mast arms
wind events
US 41 at Myrtle

Replace building
sewers in low lying
areas

$150,000

19

RW
33 12CS 3/12/2009

N/A

Infeasible due to hydraulic grade line

$10,000

19

RW
34 18CS 3/12/2009

N/A

Sarasota County Stormwater

DKC on
35 20CS 7/10/09

not funded

Successfully Completed Pilot Areas in LS 1, 85 and 5 collection
system in 2002. This was to prove that infiltration into the
sanitary sewer system was largely attributed to service
connections on the homeowner side of the gravity lines.

Funding for
12 planned
is existing.

45 of 86 Station are on SCADA. Planning 12 more stations to be
connected by a radio system. This was to reduce the lead time
that if took for repair crews to return the Lift Stations back into
service.

Cost

$900,000

19

Project #

Problem

Rank

Description

Evaluation of Mitigation Actions
Total Score

Project #

Existing 2004 City of Sarasota
Project Plan
Reviewed
by and
Date

Funded and
Actual Cost Efficacy of Project

Put all Lift Stations
on the SCADA
system

$260,000

19

DKC on
36 21CS 7/10/09

Provide a
generator

$120,000

19

37 26CS

This Project was completed in 2007

Replace span wire
signal with a mast
arm

$100,000

19

DH
Funding by
38 31CS 03/12/2009 FDOT

Replacement by FDOT 2005
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City of Sarasota
Mitigation Strategy Project List

Replace span wire
with mast arms
US 41 at Dr. MLK
39 Jr. Way

Replace span wire
with mast arms
40 Orange at Main St

Replace span wire
with mast arms
41 Orange at Ringling

Replace span wire
with mast arms
42 Osprey at Siesta

Replace span wire
signal with a mast
arm

$100,000

19

DH
Funding by
39 40CS 03/12/2009 FDOT

Replacement by FDOT 2005

Replace span wire
signal with a mast
arm

$100,000

19

GF
40 41CS 9/17/2009

GM
9/18/2009

This project is still in the works

Replace span wire
signal with a mast
arm

$100,000

19

GF
41 33CS 9/17/2009

GM
9/18/2009

This project is still in the works

Replace span wire
signal with a mast
arm

$100,000

19

DH
Funding by
42 32CS 03/12/2009 FDOT

$18,000

19

DH
43 59CS 03/12/2009

Replace approx.
1200' of pipe.

$311,000

18

GF
44 19CS 9/17/2009

N/A

This project has been removed

Install additional
drainage pipes.

$78,000

18

GF
45 25CS 9/17/2009

N/A

This project has been removed

Mitigation Effort

No standby
y
Standby power for power at major Provide standby
43 Osprey at Siesta intersections power
Goodrich Avenue
from 6th to 10th
Street Stormwater
Street flooding
44 Project
Robin Drive on
Bird Key
Stormwater
Flooding
problems
45 Project

Cost

Project #

Problem
Span wire
signals are not
as secure
during high
wind events
Span wire
signals are not
as secure
during high
wind events
Span wire
signals are not
as secure
during high
wind events
Span wire
signals are not
as secure
during high
wind events

Rank

Description

Evaluation of Mitigation Actions
Total Score

Project #

Existing 2004 City of Sarasota
Project Plan
Reviewed
by and
Date

Funded and
Actual Cost Efficacy of Project

FDOT rewired intersection in 2002

UPS was installed by City in 2004, generator ready. City owns ??
$3,200.00 generators for traffic signal backup power.
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City of Sarasota
Mitigation Strategy Project List

Upgrade lift
stations for flood
protections and
46 generator capacity

Lido Beach
Restoration
47 Project
Replace span wire
with mast arms
Orange Avenue at
48 Dr. MLK
Replace span wire
with mast arms
Osprey at Bahia
49 Vista

Replace span wire
with mast arms
50 Osprey at Webber
Replace span wire
with mast arms
Bahia Vista at
51 Shade

Mitigation Effort

Cost

Upgrade these lift
stations for flood
protection and
generator capacity $1,200,000

Renourish Lido
Beach

18

Project #

Problem
Eight sanitary
sewer lift
stations are
situated such
that they are
vulnerable to
storm tide and
flooding
Lido Beach
has been
eroding
making
structures and
Ben Franklin
Drive
vulnerable
Span wire
signals are not
as secure
during high
wind events
Span
p wire
signals are not
as secure
during high
wind events
Span wire
signals are not
as secure
during high
wind events
Span wire
signals are not
as secure
during high
wind events

Rank

Description

Evaluation of Mitigation Actions
Total Score

Project #

Existing 2004 City of Sarasota
Project Plan
Reviewed
by and
Date

DKC on
46 27CS 7/10/09

Funded and
Actual Cost Efficacy of Project

Funds are
available

Rehabitated an raised lids on LS 5, 18, 20, 22, 29, 31, 33, 47,
50, 52 & 58. Raised the lid on LS 23. LS 9 & 17 are
scheduled for Rehabilitation which will add back-up generators or
by-pass pumps along with raising levels above the flood zone.
LS 2 to get backup by-pass pump. LS 40 and 52 to get new
generators.

Funded by:
FEMA,
FDEP and
TDT

464,000 cubic yards of sand was placed on Lido Beach.
Construction began March 5, 2009 and concluded April 23, 2009.
The high quality sand was obtained from the New Pass Inlet,
thus assisting in the Federal Navigation Channel Maintenance.
This renourishment is the fourth renourishment project for Lido
Key Beach. Lido Key Beach was the "ASBPA 2009 Best
Restored Beach Award Winner".

$13,834,000

18

KL
47 28CS 9/21/2009

Replace span wire
signal with a mast
arm

$100,000

18

DH
Funds are
48 34CS 03/12/2009 available

Can possibly rebuild in 2009, ROW issue.

Replace span wire
signal with a mast
arm

$100,000

18

GF
49 35CS 9/21/2009

N/A

This project has been removed

Replace span wire
signal with a mast
arm

$100,000

18

GF
50 36CS 9/21/2009

N/A

This project has been removed

Replace span wire
signal with a mast
arm

$100,000

18

Funds are
DH
51 37CS 03/12/2009 available

Will design/ build in 2009
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City of Sarasota
Mitigation Strategy Project List

Mitigation Effort

Replace span wire
signal with a mast
arm

$100,000

18

DH
Funds are
52 38CS 03/12/2009 available

Will design /build in 2009

Cost

Project #

Problem
Span wire
Replace span wire signals are not
as secure
with mast arms
during high
Bahia Vista at
wind events
52 Euclid

Rank

Description

Evaluation of Mitigation Actions
Total Score

Project #

Existing 2004 City of Sarasota
Project Plan
Reviewed
by and
Date

Funded and
Actual Cost Efficacy of Project

Install approx. 150'
pipe and two inlets
or reconstruct
Fauble St and
road with grade to
Garden lane
provide surface
Stormwater
Street flooding drainage.
53 Project
Replace approx.
1100' storm pipe
Seminole Drive
on Seminole Drive
from Mietaw Dr. to
from Mietaw Dr. to
McClellan pipe
Flooding
McClellan
problems
54 replacement

$55,000

17

GF
53 13CS 9/21/2009

CIP

In Design for 2010

$285,000

17

54 22CS

N/A

Sarasota County

Obtain drainage
easements, install
approx. 220' storm
pipe
p p to Bayou,
y , add
inlets and address
water quality
issues

$80,000

17

55 23CS

N/A

Sarasota County

$116,000

17

GF
56 24CS 9/21/2009

CIP

In Design for 2010

High Point Drive
Stormwater
55 Restoration
6th Street at
Hidden Lake
Stormwater
56 Project

Replace/upgrade
water/sewer
crossing water
57 bodies

Flooding
problems

Flooding
problems
Due to past
methods of
construction,
certain water
or sewer lines
that cross
bodies of
water are
more
vulnerable to
storm damage

Construct 370' of
pipe to Tuttle
Avenue.

Replace/Upgrade
water and sewer
crossings over
water bodies

$300,000

17

DKC on
57 60CS 7/10/09

Replaced 4" FM across Bayou Louise Bridge on Siesta Drive (LS
18 Force main) for approx. $37,000. Replacing 12" Watermain
and 6" Forcemain under Hansen Bayou to replace aerial
$97,000 crossing for approx. $60,000.
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City of Sarasota
Mitigation Strategy Project List

Mitigation Effort

Replace span wire
with mast arms
Fruitville Road at
61 Mimosa
Replace span wire
with mast arms
US 41 at
Patterson
62 Crosswalk

Place protective
film on windows at
City Hall
Construct
approximately
1200' of pipe and
four inlets or
construct
swale/retention
area in Serena
Street flooding right-of-way
There are
some
underground Hire Consultant to
tanks with no locate
documentation underground
storage tank
on location
Span wire
signals are not
as secure
Replace
span
p
p wire
during high
signal with a mast
wind events
arm
Span wire
signals are not
as secure
Replace span wire
during high
signal with a mast
wind events
arm

11story public
63 housing structure

11 story
structure
vulnerable to
wind damage

Film for Windows
58 at City Hall

Beethoven Ave at
Jolson Dr
Stormwater
59 Project

Underground tank
location and/or
60 removal program

Install Hurricane
Shutters

Cost

Project #

Problem
Window at City
Hall do not
have shutters
of protective
film

Rank

Description

Evaluation of Mitigation Actions
Total Score

Project #

Existing 2004 City of Sarasota
Project Plan
Reviewed
by and
Date

Funded and
Actual Cost Efficacy of Project

$35,000

17

EP
58 61CS 9/21/2009

Installed window film on sensitive areas of the building, i.e. the
Information Technologies Department, City Managers Office, and
other areas of concern. Other areas included replacing windows
400,000 and doors with high impact design.

$317,000

16

DH
59 16CS 03/12/2009

337,000 COMPLETE

$100,000

14

60 62CS N/A

This project has been removed. It was found to be to costly with
little benefit. The project consisted of trying to locate
underground propane tanks that were installed in the 1940's and
later abandoned in place.

$125,000

14

DH
Funding by
61 49CS 03/12/2009 FDOT

Replacement by FDOT 2009

$100,000

13

DH
Funding by
62 39CS 03/12/2009 FDOT

Removed by FDOT 2005

$1,000,000

21

GF
63 63CS 9/21/2009

This project has not been implemented due to funding

N/A
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Priority

Name of Project

City of Sarasota Annex to the Sarasota County Unified Local Mitigation Stategy

Description of Project

note 1

Hazard Mitigation
Mitigated
Goals
note 2
Achieved

Funding
Source

Jurisdiction
note 4

Jurisdiction
Agency
Project
Responsible
#
for

Estimated
Cost

New

Project Status note 5
Completed
In
Deleted

Implement

note 3

The City of Sarasota Public
Works Departmant is assessing
the feasibility for the adaptive
reuse of an existing cast in place
concrete sludge tand and an
Emergency Operations Center.

2

Not Yet
Funded

N/A

Harden City Hall t withstand wind
conditions of 130+ mph. This
project will include all roof
equipment tie downs, roof
hardening to current code,
replacement of all windows and
doors with high implact resistant
glass, and strengthening the
Hardening of City Hall frames with reinforced concrete

2

N/A

Lido Beach Erosion
Control Project

Lido Beach Erosion Control
Project
An on-going beach
renourishment project to provide
sand on the entire Gulf-front of
Lido Key for the protection of
upland property and support
economic benefit of tourism.

Medium

Reconstruction of
Failing Seawalls

Reconstruct existing seawalls
City-wide

Progress

Timeframe
for
Deferred If Deferred
Project
Why?

Mitigate
New or
Existing

Completion

(N/E)

2013

New

SRQ

No CIP
number
assigened
yet

Public
Works

$1,750,000

3

CIP

SRQ

GS-05.0

Public
Works

$647,000

3

3

2009

Existing

5

FEMA
,Florida
Dept. of
Env.
Prot.,
Tourist
Develop.
Tax

SRQ

RP-15.0

Public
Works

$13,834,000

3

3

2009

Existing

5

Penny
Sales Tax

SRQ

RP-18.0

Public
Works

$325,000

3

2010-15

Existing

Medium

12th Street Complex
upgrade

Design, Construct, and harden a
building to serve as a new utility
billing office. This will facilitate
Public Works Staff a safe area to
stage during storm events.

5

CIP
Penny
Sales Tax

SRQ

WU-50.0

Public
Works

$1,128,000

3

2011-12

New

High

Stormwater Utility
Projects

Construct impovement to
existing Storm Drainage System

6

Penny
Sales Tax

SRQ

SU 02 0
SU-02.0

Public
Works

$5 149 000
$5,149,000

3

2010 15
2010-15

Existing

Medium

Indian Beach
Stormwater Program

Make enhancements to existing
Storm Drainage System (Bioretention)

6

CIP

SRQ

SU-03.0

Public
Works

$3,774,000

3

2014

New

Medium

Storage Tank
conversion to an EOC
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High

Medium

Medium

Medium

High

Medium

Medium

Medium

City-wide Traffic
Signalization

City of Sarasota Annex to the Sarasota County Unified Local Mitigation Stategy

Replace span wire type traffic
signalization with mast arms.
There are approximately 10
scheduled for replacement

Assess existing condition of
Bridges to develop plans for the
design and repairs or
construction as necessary.
Bird Key Bridge Re-hab

Coon Key Utility Line
Undergrounding

Siesta Drive Drainage

Coon Key Utility line
undergrounding. Power lines to
be placed underground and the
removal of Austrailian pines to
provide for safe hurricane
evacuation from Lido and
Longboat Keys.
Siesta Drive Drainage project
project.
Design and Construction of
stormwater drainage facilities to
lessen flooding on the northern
evacuation route from Siesta
Key.

Remediation of spoils from road
Clean-up of the Martin sweepings and the use of it as a
Luther King Brownfield
landfill
Move Station to a location that is
Lift Station 87 (replaces
feasable because of the
7)
collection system piping.
Rehabilitate Lift Sation
no. 9 and 17, which is
Raise walls to mitigate flood
to include raising the
water intrusion which would
parapit walls above the cause release of sewage into the
flood plain elevation. receving waters of Sarasota Bay.
Indian Beach Park Shore Stabilization

Install Geo Web Mat for
Shoreline Stabilization

2

Gas Tax
Penny
Sales Tax

SRQ

EN-20.0

Public
Works

$1,945,000

3

2010-14

Existing

5

Gas Tax
Penny
Sales Tax

SRQ

EN-51.0

Public
Works

$4,781,000

3

2012-13

Existing

5

Penny
Sales
Tax,
Florida
Power
and Light,
Private &
Fed.
Grants

SRQ

EN-118.0

Public
Works

$1,200,000

3

2010-11

New

SRQ

EN-75.0

Public
Works

$1,428,000

3

2009-10

New

SRQ

RD-11.0

Public
Works

$4,909,000

3

2011-12

New

8

FDOT,
Stimulus
Grant,
Penny
Sales Tax
County,
Penny
Sales
Tax,
Undetermi
ned

5

Revenue
Bonds

SRQ

WU-46

Public
Works

$8,500,000

3

2010-11

New

5

Revenue
Bonds

SRQ

WU-46

Public
Works

$3,051,000

3

2012-13

Existing

5

Penny 3

SRQ

RP-57

Public
Works

$150,000

3

2009-10

New

6

3
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HAZARD MITIGATION PROJECT EVALUATION CRITERIA WORKSHEET
This worksheet is used, as a consistent approach, to assign a numeric value to each project. It allows
the Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Work Group to prioritize projects relative to one
another based on several factors outlined below.
Project Information
Project Priority *
Project Score
Name of Project
Brief Description of Project
Hazard Mitigated *
Mitigation Goals Achieved *
Funding Source
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction Project #
Agency Responsible for Implementation
Estimated Cost
Timeframe for Project Completion
Mitigate New or Existing

Medium
18
Storage Tank conversion to an EOC
Reuse of existing concrete tank for an EOC
2
Not yet funded
SRQ
No CIP assigned yet
Public Works
$1,750,000
2013
New

* Refer to The Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Project List notes for assistance.

Project Scoring
Cost or Cost Impact: This would refer to the actual cost of the project over the life of the project
and/or the cost impact that would occur because of the project.

Score

9

Points Description
4
No quantifiable Cost or Cost Impact, or the Cost/Cost Impact is less than 50,000
3
Cost/Cost Impact is between $50,000 and $250,000
2
Cost/Cost Impact is between $250,001 and $1,000,000
1

Cost/Cost Impact is between $1,000,001 and $5,000,000

0

Cost/Cost Impact exceeds $5,000,000
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Probability of Funding: How likely is it that this project could get funded?

Score

Points
4
3

9

2
1
0

Description
Funding is available through local short-term budgeting (less than two years) or a grant
for this type of project is available and the likelihood of success is high.
Funding is available through local long-term budgeting (more than two years) or grants
for this type of project are available, but the likelihood of success is moderate.
Funding could only be accomplished through matching local dollars with funds from
other sources; or would require a blend of funding sources.
Funding could only be accomplished through post-disaster funding options.
No funding sources can be identified.

Probability of Community Acceptance:
Score
9

Points Description
4
This type of project would likely be endorsed by the entire community.
3
This type of project would benefit only those directly affected and would not adversely
affect the rest of the community.
2
This type of project could place some burden of cost on the community, but would likely
be endorsed as an acceptable cost for the benefit received.
1
This type of project would place a burden of cost on the community that might not win
endorsement y residents and/or businesses.
0
This type of project is not likely to be endorsed by the community.

Estimated Ration of Benefit vs. Cost: The individual or entity proposing this project should have
completed a “Consequence Analysis” to support the ration of benefit vs. cost.

Score
9

Points Description
4
Both quantitative and qualitative benefits make this a high priority project.
3
The benefit of this project is 2 to 4, or more, times the cost and/or the qualitative benefits
make the project one that should be given a relatively high priority.
2
The benefit of this project is over 1, but less than 2 times the cost and/or the qualitative
benefits make the project one that should be strongly considered.
1
The benefit of this project is equal to or less than the cost and/or the benefits are difficult
to quantify due to their qualitative nature.
0
The ratio of benefits vs. cost cannot be quantified.
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Complexity of Implementation: The following list shows examples of various items that can make
a project more complex;
• Time involved for planning and/or completion.
• Involves numerous agencies and/or jurisdictions
• Permitting (Either the type of permitting required or the time period involved, or both)
• Difficulty in obtaining funding
• Requires a public vote
• Requires a public hearing

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project will be relatively easy to put in place in a short period of time.
This project should not be very complex based on the items listed.
This project will be somewhat complex due to one of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves at least two of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves three or more of the items listed.

Addressed in Plans, Programs, and Policies: The following list shows examples of various
guiding principles that may affect, or be affected by, the project;
• Goals & Objectives of Sarasota LMS
• Comprehensive Growth Management Plans
• Comprehensive Emergency Management Plans
• Land Development Codes, Zoning Ordinances, or Building Codes
• Environmental, Conservation, Preservation and/or Reclamation plans, programs or
policies.
• Statutes, Public Laws, other local laws, and/or other plans, programs, or policies.

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project is addressed in at least three of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least two of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least one of the items listed.
Where this project is addressed in any plans, programs or policies is not clear.
This project may not fall within the purview of Sarasota LMS.

Health and Safety:
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9
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Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project could affect the Health & Safety of several jurisdictions (totaling over
250,000 people) and/or major portions of the county population.
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 50,000 and 250,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 1,000 and 50,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of less than 1,000 people.
This project has no Health & Safety implications.

Compilation of Scores
Issues

Scores
1
Cost or Cost Impact
2
Probability of Funding
3

Probability of Community Acceptance
3
Ration of Benefit vs. Cost
4
Complexity of Implementation
4
Consistency with other Plans, Programs, and Policies
1
Health and Safety Considerations
Total Score 18
Date Completed:___Oct. 20, 2009____
Scoring performed by:

___________ Local Mitigation Strategy Committee

___Gilbert Fernandez__Other (Describe): ___LMS/SRQ voting member_________________
Chair, Co-Chair, or Authorized Committee Member acknowledgement:
__________________________________
Printed Name

_____________________________________
Signature
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HAZARD MITIGATION PROJECT EVALUATION CRITERIA WORKSHEET
This worksheet is used, as a consistent approach, to assign a numeric value to each project. It allows
the Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Work Group to prioritize projects relative to one
another based on several factors outlined below.
Project Information
Project Priority *
Project Score
Name of Project
Brief Description of Project
Hazard Mitigated *
Mitigation Goals Achieved *
Funding Source
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction Project #
Agency Responsible for Implementation
Estimated Cost
Timeframe for Project Completion
Mitigate New or Existing

N/A
21
Hardening of City Hall
Retrofit windows and doors for wind mitigation
2
CIP
SRQ
GS-05.0
Public Works
$647,000
2009 (completed)
existing

* Refer to The Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Project List notes for assistance.

Project Scoring
Cost or Cost Impact: This would refer to the actual cost of the project over the life of the project
and/or the cost impact that would occur because of the project.

Score

9

Points Description
4
No quantifiable Cost or Cost Impact, or the Cost/Cost Impact is less than 50,000
3
Cost/Cost Impact is between $50,000 and $250,000
2
Cost/Cost Impact is between $250,001 and $1,000,000
1

Cost/Cost Impact is between $1,000,001 and $5,000,000

0

Cost/Cost Impact exceeds $5,000,000
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Probability of Funding: How likely is it that this project could get funded?

Score Points
4
9
3
2
1
0

Description
Funding is available through local short-term budgeting (less than two years) or a grant
for this type of project is available and the likelihood of success is high.
Funding is available through local long-term budgeting (more than two years) or grants
For this type of project are available, but the likelihood of success is moderate.
Funding could only be accomplished through matching local dollars with funds from
other sources; or would require a blend of funding sources.
Funding could only be accomplished through post-disaster funding options.
No funding sources can be identified.

Probability of Community Acceptance:
Score

Points Description
4
This type of project would likely be endorsed by the entire community.
9
3
This type of project would benefit only those directly affected and would not adversely
affect the rest of the community.
2
This type of project could place some burden of cost on the community, but would likely
be endorsed as an acceptable cost for the benefit received.
1
This type of project would place a burden of cost on the community that might not win
endorsement y residents and/or businesses.
0
This type of project is not likely to be endorsed by the community.

Estimated Ration of Benefit vs. Cost: The individual or entity proposing this project should have
completed a “Consequence Analysis” to support the ration of benefit vs. cost.

Score Points Description
4
Both quantitative and qualitative benefits make this a high priority project.
9
3
The benefit of this project is 2 to 4, or more, times the cost and/or the qualitative benefits
make the project one that should be given a relatively high priority.
2
The benefit of this project is over 1, but less than 2 times the cost and/or the qualitative
benefits make the project one that should be strongly considered.
1
The benefit of this project is equal to or less than the cost and/or the benefits are difficult
to quantify due to their qualitative nature.
0
The ratio of benefits vs. cost cannot be quantified.
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Complexity of Implementation: The following list shows examples of various items that can make
a project more complex;
• Time involved for planning and/or completion.
• Involves numerous agencies and/or jurisdictions
• Permitting (Either the type of permitting required or the time period involved, or both)
• Difficulty in obtaining funding
• Requires a public vote
• Requires a public hearing

Score Points
4
9
3
2
1
0

Description
This project will be relatively easy to put in place in a short period of time.
This project should not be very complex based on the items listed.
This project will be somewhat complex due to one of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves at least two of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves three or more of the items listed.

Addressed in Plans, Programs, and Policies: The following list shows examples of various
guiding principles that may affect, or be affected by, the project;
• Goals & Objectives of Sarasota LMS
• Comprehensive Growth Management Plans
• Comprehensive Emergency Management Plans
• Land Development Codes, Zoning Ordinances, or Building Codes
• Environmental, Conservation, Preservation and/or Reclamation plans, programs or
policies.
• Statutes, Public Laws, other local laws, and/or other plans, programs, or policies.

Score

Points
4
9
3
2
1
0

Description
This project is addressed in at least three of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least two of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least one of the items listed.
Where this project is addressed in any plans, programs or policies is not clear.
This project may not fall within the purview of Sarasota LMS.

Health and Safety:
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Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project could affect the Health & Safety of several jurisdictions (totaling over
250,000 people) and/or major portions of the county population.
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 50,000 and 250,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 1,000 and 50,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of less than 1,000 people.
This project has no Health & Safety implications.

Compilation of Scores
Issues

Scores
2
Cost or Cost Impact
4
Probability of Funding
3

Probability of Community Acceptance
4
Ration of Benefit vs. Cost
4
Complexity of Implementation
3
Consistency with other Plans, Programs, and Policies
1
Health and Safety Considerations
Total Score 21
Date Completed:__Oct. 20, 2009________
Scoring performed by:

___________ Local Mitigation Strategy Committee

__Gilbert Fernandez_______Other (Describe): _____LMS/ SRQ voting member________
Chair, Co-Chair, or Authorized Committee Member acknowledgement:
__________________________________
Printed Name

_____________________________________
Signature
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HAZARD MITIGATION PROJECT EVALUATION CRITERIA WORKSHEET
This worksheet is used, as a consistent approach, to assign a numeric value to each project. It allows
the Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Work Group to prioritize projects relative to one
another based on several factors outlined below.
Project Information
Project Priority *
Project Score
Name of Project
Brief Description of Project
Hazard Mitigated *
Mitigation Goals Achieved *
Funding Source
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction Project #
Agency Responsible for Implementation
Estimated Cost
Timeframe for Project Completion
Mitigate New or Existing

N/A
18
Lido Beach erosion control project
Ongoing beach renourishment project
5
FEMA, FDEP, Tourist Development Tax
SRQ
RP-15.0
Public Works
$13,834,000
2009 (completed)
existing

* Refer to The Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Project List notes for assistance.

Project Scoring
Cost or Cost Impact: This would refer to the actual cost of the project over the life of the project
and/or the cost impact that would occur because of the project.

Score

9

Points Description
4
No quantifiable Cost or Cost Impact, or the Cost/Cost Impact is less than 50,000
3
Cost/Cost Impact is between $50,000 and $250,000
2
Cost/Cost Impact is between $250,001 and $1,000,000
1

Cost/Cost Impact is between $1,000,001 and $5,000,000

0

Cost/Cost Impact exceeds $5,000,000
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Probability of Funding: How likely is it that this project could get funded?

Score

Points
4
3

9

2
1
0

Description
Funding is available through local short-term budgeting (less than two years) or a grant
for this type of project is available and the likelihood of success is high.
Funding is available through local long-term budgeting (more than two years) or grants
for this type of project are available, but the likelihood of success is moderate.
Funding could only be accomplished through matching local dollars with funds from
other sources; or would require a blend of funding sources.
Funding could only be accomplished through post-disaster funding options.
No funding sources can be identified.

Probability of Community Acceptance:
Score
9

Points Description
4
This type of project would likely be endorsed by the entire community.
3
This type of project would benefit only those directly affected and would not adversely
affect the rest of the community.
2
This type of project could place some burden of cost on the community, but would likely
be endorsed as an acceptable cost for the benefit received.
1
This type of project would place a burden of cost on the community that might not win
endorsement y residents and/or businesses.
0
This type of project is not likely to be endorsed by the community.

Estimated Ration of Benefit vs. Cost: The individual or entity proposing this project should have
completed a “Consequence Analysis” to support the ration of benefit vs. cost.

Score
9

Points Description
4
Both quantitative and qualitative benefits make this a high priority project.
3
The benefit of this project is 2 to 4, or more, times the cost and/or the qualitative benefits
make the project one that should be given a relatively high priority.
2
The benefit of this project is over 1, but less than 2 times the cost and/or the qualitative
benefits make the project one that should be strongly considered.
1
The benefit of this project is equal to or less than the cost and/or the benefits are difficult
to quantify due to their qualitative nature.
0
The ratio of benefits vs. cost cannot be quantified.
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Complexity of Implementation: The following list shows examples of various items that can make
a project more complex;
• Time involved for planning and/or completion.
• Involves numerous agencies and/or jurisdictions
• Permitting (Either the type of permitting required or the time period involved, or both)
• Difficulty in obtaining funding
• Requires a public vote
• Requires a public hearing

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project will be relatively easy to put in place in a short period of time.
This project should not be very complex based on the items listed.
This project will be somewhat complex due to one of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves at least two of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves three or more of the items listed.

Addressed in Plans, Programs, and Policies: The following list shows examples of various
guiding principles that may affect, or be affected by, the project;
• Goals & Objectives of Sarasota LMS
• Comprehensive Growth Management Plans
• Comprehensive Emergency Management Plans
• Land Development Codes, Zoning Ordinances, or Building Codes
• Environmental, Conservation, Preservation and/or Reclamation plans, programs or
policies.
• Statutes, Public Laws, other local laws, and/or other plans, programs, or policies.

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project is addressed in at least three of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least two of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least one of the items listed.
Where this project is addressed in any plans, programs or policies is not clear.
This project may not fall within the purview of Sarasota LMS.

Health and Safety:
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Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project could affect the Health & Safety of several jurisdictions (totaling over
250,000 people) and/or major portions of the county population.
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 50,000 and 250,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 1,000 and 50,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of less than 1,000 people.
This project has no Health & Safety implications.

Compilation of Scores
Issues

Scores
0
Cost or Cost Impact
2
Probability of Funding
4

Probability of Community Acceptance
4
Ration of Benefit vs. Cost
4
Complexity of Implementation
3
Consistency with other Plans, Programs, and Policies
1
Health and Safety Considerations
Total Score 18
Date Completed:___October 20, 2009_____
Scoring performed by:

___________ Local Mitigation Strategy Committee

___Gilbert Fernandez_____Other (Describe): ___LMS/ SRQ voting member________________
Chair, Co-Chair, or Authorized Committee Member acknowledgement:
__________________________________
Printed Name

_____________________________________
Signature
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HAZARD MITIGATION PROJECT EVALUATION CRITERIA WORKSHEET
This worksheet is used, as a consistent approach, to assign a numeric value to each project. It allows
the Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Work Group to prioritize projects relative to one
another based on several factors outlined below.
Project Information
Project Priority *
Project Score
Name of Project
Brief Description of Project
Hazard Mitigated *
Mitigation Goals Achieved *
Funding Source
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction Project #
Agency Responsible for Implementation
Estimated Cost
Timeframe for Project Completion
Mitigate New or Existing

Medium
17
Reconstruction of failing seawalls
Reconstruct existing seawalls City-wide
5
Penny Sales Tax
SRQ
RP-18.0
Public Works
$325.000
2010-15
existing

* Refer to The Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Project List notes for assistance.

Project Scoring
Cost or Cost Impact: This would refer to the actual cost of the project over the life of the project
and/or the cost impact that would occur because of the project.

Score

9

Points Description
4
No quantifiable Cost or Cost Impact, or the Cost/Cost Impact is less than 50,000
3
Cost/Cost Impact is between $50,000 and $250,000
2
Cost/Cost Impact is between $250,001 and $1,000,000
1

Cost/Cost Impact is between $1,000,001 and $5,000,000

0

Cost/Cost Impact exceeds $5,000,000
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Probability of Funding: How likely is it that this project could get funded?

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
Funding is available through local short-term budgeting (less than two years) or a grant
for this type of project is available and the likelihood of success is high.
Funding is available through local long-term budgeting (more than two years) or grants
for this type of project are available, but the likelihood of success is moderate.
Funding could only be accomplished through matching local dollars with funds from
other sources; or would require a blend of funding sources.
Funding could only be accomplished through post-disaster funding options.
No funding sources can be identified.

Probability of Community Acceptance:
Score

9

Points Description
4
This type of project would likely be endorsed by the entire community.
3
This type of project would benefit only those directly affected and would not adversely
affect the rest of the community.
2
This type of project could place some burden of cost on the community, but would likely
be endorsed as an acceptable cost for the benefit received.
1
This type of project would place a burden of cost on the community that might not win
endorsement y residents and/or businesses.
0
This type of project is not likely to be endorsed by the community.

Estimated Ration of Benefit vs. Cost: The individual or entity proposing this project should have
completed a “Consequence Analysis” to support the ration of benefit vs. cost.

Score
9

Points Description
4
Both quantitative and qualitative benefits make this a high priority project.
3
The benefit of this project is 2 to 4, or more, times the cost and/or the qualitative benefits
make the project one that should be given a relatively high priority.
2
The benefit of this project is over 1, but less than 2 times the cost and/or the qualitative
benefits make the project one that should be strongly considered.
1
The benefit of this project is equal to or less than the cost and/or the benefits are difficult
to quantify due to their qualitative nature.
0
The ratio of benefits vs. cost cannot be quantified.
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Complexity of Implementation: The following list shows examples of various items that can make
a project more complex;
• Time involved for planning and/or completion.
• Involves numerous agencies and/or jurisdictions
• Permitting (Either the type of permitting required or the time period involved, or both)
• Difficulty in obtaining funding
• Requires a public vote
• Requires a public hearing

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project will be relatively easy to put in place in a short period of time.
This project should not be very complex based on the items listed.
This project will be somewhat complex due to one of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves at least two of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves three or more of the items listed.

Addressed in Plans, Programs, and Policies: The following list shows examples of various
guiding principles that may affect, or be affected by, the project;
• Goals & Objectives of Sarasota LMS
• Comprehensive Growth Management Plans
• Comprehensive Emergency Management Plans
• Land Development Codes, Zoning Ordinances, or Building Codes
• Environmental, Conservation, Preservation and/or Reclamation plans, programs or
policies.
• Statutes, Public Laws, other local laws, and/or other plans, programs, or policies.

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project is addressed in at least three of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least two of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least one of the items listed.
Where this project is addressed in any plans, programs or policies is not clear.
This project may not fall within the purview of Sarasota LMS.

Health and Safety:
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Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project could affect the Health & Safety of several jurisdictions (totaling over
250,000 people) and/or major portions of the county population.
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 50,000 and 250,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 1,000 and 50,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of less than 1,000 people.
This project has no Health & Safety implications.

Compilation of Scores
Issues

Scores
2
Cost or Cost Impact
3
Probability of Funding
2

Probability of Community Acceptance
3
Ration of Benefit vs. Cost
3
Complexity of Implementation
3
Consistency with other Plans, Programs, and Policies
1
Health and Safety Considerations
Total Score 17
Date Completed:___October 20, 2009_____
Scoring performed by:

___________ Local Mitigation Strategy Committee

___Gilbert Fernandez__Other (Describe): ___LMS/ SRQ voting member_______
Chair, Co-Chair, or Authorized Committee Member acknowledgement:
__________________________________
Printed Name

_____________________________________
Signature
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HAZARD MITIGATION PROJECT EVALUATION CRITERIA WORKSHEET
This worksheet is used, as a consistent approach, to assign a numeric value to each project. It allows
the Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Work Group to prioritize projects relative to one
another based on several factors outlined below.
Project Information
Project Priority *
Project Score
Name of Project
Brief Description of Project
Hazard Mitigated *
Mitigation Goals Achieved *
Funding Source
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction Project #
Agency Responsible for Implementation
Estimated Cost
Timeframe for Project Completion
Mitigate New or Existing

Medium
17
12th Street Complex upgrade
Harden a facility as a new Utility Billing office and EOC
5
CIP, Penney Sales Tax
SRQ
WU-50.0
Public Works
$1,128,000
2011-12
New

* Refer to The Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Project List notes for assistance.

Project Scoring
Cost or Cost Impact: This would refer to the actual cost of the project over the life of the project
and/or the cost impact that would occur because of the project.

Score

9

Points Description
4
No quantifiable Cost or Cost Impact, or the Cost/Cost Impact is less than 50,000
3
Cost/Cost Impact is between $50,000 and $250,000
2
Cost/Cost Impact is between $250,001 and $1,000,000
1

Cost/Cost Impact is between $1,000,001 and $5,000,000

0

Cost/Cost Impact exceeds $5,000,000
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Probability of Funding: How likely is it that this project could get funded?

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
Funding is available through local short-term budgeting (less than two years) or a grant
for this type of project is available and the likelihood of success is high.
Funding is available through local long-term budgeting (more than two years) or grants
for this type of project are available, but the likelihood of success is moderate.
Funding could only be accomplished through matching local dollars with funds from
other sources; or would require a blend of funding sources.
Funding could only be accomplished through post-disaster funding options.
No funding sources can be identified.

Probability of Community Acceptance:
Score

Points Description
4
This type of project would likely be endorsed by the entire community.
9
3
This type of project would benefit only those directly affected and would not adversely
affect the rest of the community.
2
This type of project could place some burden of cost on the community, but would likely
be endorsed as an acceptable cost for the benefit received.
1
This type of project would place a burden of cost on the community that might not win
endorsement y residents and/or businesses.
0
This type of project is not likely to be endorsed by the community.

Estimated Ration of Benefit vs. Cost: The individual or entity proposing this project should have
completed a “Consequence Analysis” to support the ration of benefit vs. cost.

Score

Points Description
4
Both quantitative and qualitative benefits make this a high priority project.
3
The benefit of this project is 2 to 4, or more, times the cost and/or the qualitative benefits
make the project one that should be given a relatively high priority.
9
2
The benefit of this project is over 1, but less than 2 times the cost and/or the qualitative
benefits make the project one that should be strongly considered.
1
The benefit of this project is equal to or less than the cost and/or the benefits are difficult
to quantify due to their qualitative nature.
0
The ratio of benefits vs. cost cannot be quantified.
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Complexity of Implementation: The following list shows examples of various items that can make
a project more complex;
• Time involved for planning and/or completion.
• Involves numerous agencies and/or jurisdictions
• Permitting (Either the type of permitting required or the time period involved, or both)
• Difficulty in obtaining funding
• Requires a public vote
• Requires a public hearing

Score Points
4
9
3
2
1
0

Description
This project will be relatively easy to put in place in a short period of time.
This project should not be very complex based on the items listed.
This project will be somewhat complex due to one of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves at least two of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves three or more of the items listed.

Addressed in Plans, Programs, and Policies: The following list shows examples of various
guiding principles that may affect, or be affected by, the project;
• Goals & Objectives of Sarasota LMS
• Comprehensive Growth Management Plans
• Comprehensive Emergency Management Plans
• Land Development Codes, Zoning Ordinances, or Building Codes
• Environmental, Conservation, Preservation and/or Reclamation plans, programs or
policies.
• Statutes, Public Laws, other local laws, and/or other plans, programs, or policies.

Score

Points
4
9
3
2
1
0

Description
This project is addressed in at least three of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least two of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least one of the items listed.
Where this project is addressed in any plans, programs or policies is not clear.
This project may not fall within the purview of Sarasota LMS.

Health and Safety:
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Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project could affect the Health & Safety of several jurisdictions (totaling over
250,000 people) and/or major portions of the county population.
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 50,000 and 250,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 1,000 and 50,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of less than 1,000 people.
This project has no Health & Safety implications.

Compilation of Scores
Issues

Scores
1
Cost or Cost Impact
3
Probability of Funding
3

Probability of Community Acceptance
2
Ration of Benefit vs. Cost
4
Complexity of Implementation
3
Consistency with other Plans, Programs, and Policies
1
Health and Safety Considerations
Total Score 17
Date Completed:___October 20, 2009____
Scoring performed by:

___________ Local Mitigation Strategy Committee

___Gilbert Fernandez___Other (Describe): ____LMS/ SRQ voting member_______
Chair, Co-Chair, or Authorized Committee Member acknowledgement:
__________________________________
Printed Name

_____________________________________
Signature
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HAZARD MITIGATION PROJECT EVALUATION CRITERIA WORKSHEET
This worksheet is used, as a consistent approach, to assign a numeric value to each project. It allows
the Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Work Group to prioritize projects relative to one
another based on several factors outlined below.
Project Information
Project Priority *
Project Score
Name of Project
Brief Description of Project
Hazard Mitigated *
Mitigation Goals Achieved *
Funding Source
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction Project #
Agency Responsible for Implementation
Estimated Cost
Timeframe for Project Completion
Mitigate New or Existing

High
22
Stormwater Utility Projects
Construct improvements to Stormwater Drainage
6
Penny Sales Tax
SRQ
SU-02.0
SRQ
$5,149,000
2010-15
existing

* Refer to The Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Project List notes for assistance.

Project Scoring
Cost or Cost Impact: This would refer to the actual cost of the project over the life of the project
and/or the cost impact that would occur because of the project.

Score

9

Points Description
4
No quantifiable Cost or Cost Impact, or the Cost/Cost Impact is less than 50,000
3
Cost/Cost Impact is between $50,000 and $250,000
2
Cost/Cost Impact is between $250,001 and $1,000,000
1

Cost/Cost Impact is between $1,000,001 and $5,000,000

0

Cost/Cost Impact exceeds $5,000,000
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Probability of Funding: How likely is it that this project could get funded?

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
Funding is available through local short-term budgeting (less than two years) or a grant
for this type of project is available and the likelihood of success is high.
Funding is available through local long-term budgeting (more than two years) or grants
for this type of project are available, but the likelihood of success is moderate.
Funding could only be accomplished through matching local dollars with funds from
other sources; or would require a blend of funding sources.
Funding could only be accomplished through post-disaster funding options.
No funding sources can be identified.

Probability of Community Acceptance:
Score
9

Points Description
4
This type of project would likely be endorsed by the entire community.
3
This type of project would benefit only those directly affected and would not adversely
affect the rest of the community.
2
This type of project could place some burden of cost on the community, but would likely
be endorsed as an acceptable cost for the benefit received.
1
This type of project would place a burden of cost on the community that might not win
endorsement y residents and/or businesses.
0
This type of project is not likely to be endorsed by the community.

Estimated Ration of Benefit vs. Cost: The individual or entity proposing this project should have
completed a “Consequence Analysis” to support the ration of benefit vs. cost.

Score
9

Points Description
4
Both quantitative and qualitative benefits make this a high priority project.
3
The benefit of this project is 2 to 4, or more, times the cost and/or the qualitative benefits
make the project one that should be given a relatively high priority.
2
The benefit of this project is over 1, but less than 2 times the cost and/or the qualitative
benefits make the project one that should be strongly considered.
1
The benefit of this project is equal to or less than the cost and/or the benefits are difficult
to quantify due to their qualitative nature.
0
The ratio of benefits vs. cost cannot be quantified.
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Complexity of Implementation: The following list shows examples of various items that can make
a project more complex;
• Time involved for planning and/or completion.
• Involves numerous agencies and/or jurisdictions
• Permitting (Either the type of permitting required or the time period involved, or both)
• Difficulty in obtaining funding
• Requires a public vote
• Requires a public hearing

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project will be relatively easy to put in place in a short period of time.
This project should not be very complex based on the items listed.
This project will be somewhat complex due to one of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves at least two of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves three or more of the items listed.

Addressed in Plans, Programs, and Policies: The following list shows examples of various
guiding principles that may affect, or be affected by, the project;
• Goals & Objectives of Sarasota LMS
• Comprehensive Growth Management Plans
• Comprehensive Emergency Management Plans
• Land Development Codes, Zoning Ordinances, or Building Codes
• Environmental, Conservation, Preservation and/or Reclamation plans, programs or
policies.
• Statutes, Public Laws, other local laws, and/or other plans, programs, or policies.

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project is addressed in at least three of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least two of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least one of the items listed.
Where this project is addressed in any plans, programs or policies is not clear.
This project may not fall within the purview of Sarasota LMS.

Health and Safety:
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Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project could affect the Health & Safety of several jurisdictions (totaling over
250,000 people) and/or major portions of the county population.
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 50,000 and 250,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 1,000 and 50,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of less than 1,000 people.
This project has no Health & Safety implications.

Compilation of Scores
Issues

Scores
0
Cost or Cost Impact
4
Probability of Funding
4

Probability of Community Acceptance
4
Ration of Benefit vs. Cost
4
Complexity of Implementation
3
Consistency with other Plans, Programs, and Policies
3
Health and Safety Considerations
Total Score 22
Date Completed:__October 20, 2009___
Scoring performed by:

___________ Local Mitigation Strategy Committee

__Gilbert Fernandez_Other (Describe): ___LMS/SRQ voting member_______________
Chair, Co-Chair, or Authorized Committee Member acknowledgement:
__________________________________
Printed Name

_____________________________________
Signature
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HAZARD MITIGATION PROJECT EVALUATION CRITERIA WORKSHEET
This worksheet is used, as a consistent approach, to assign a numeric value to each project. It allows
the Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Work Group to prioritize projects relative to one
another based on several factors outlined below.
Project Information
Project Priority *
Project Score
Name of Project
Brief Description of Project
Hazard Mitigated *
Mitigation Goals Achieved *
Funding Source
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction Project #
Agency Responsible for Implementation
Estimated Cost
Timeframe for Project Completion
Mitigate New or Existing

Medium
18
Indian Beach Stormwater Program
Enhance Strom Drainage Sys. W/ Bio-Remediation
6
CIP
SRQ
SU-03.0
Public Works
$3,774,000
2014
existing

* Refer to The Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Project List notes for assistance.

Project Scoring
Cost or Cost Impact: This would refer to the actual cost of the project over the life of the project
and/or the cost impact that would occur because of the project.

Score

9

Points Description
4
No quantifiable Cost or Cost Impact, or the Cost/Cost Impact is less than 50,000
3
Cost/Cost Impact is between $50,000 and $250,000
2
Cost/Cost Impact is between $250,001 and $1,000,000
1

Cost/Cost Impact is between $1,000,001 and $5,000,000

0

Cost/Cost Impact exceeds $5,000,000
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Probability of Funding: How likely is it that this project could get funded?

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
Funding is available through local short-term budgeting (less than two years) or a grant
for this type of project is available and the likelihood of success is high.
Funding is available through local long-term budgeting (more than two years) or grants
for this type of project are available, but the likelihood of success is moderate.
Funding could only be accomplished through matching local dollars with funds from
other sources; or would require a blend of funding sources.
Funding could only be accomplished through post-disaster funding options.
No funding sources can be identified.

Probability of Community Acceptance:
Score
9

Points Description
4
This type of project would likely be endorsed by the entire community.
3
This type of project would benefit only those directly affected and would not adversely
affect the rest of the community.
2
This type of project could place some burden of cost on the community, but would likely
be endorsed as an acceptable cost for the benefit received.
1
This type of project would place a burden of cost on the community that might not win
endorsement y residents and/or businesses.
0
This type of project is not likely to be endorsed by the community.

Estimated Ration of Benefit vs. Cost: The individual or entity proposing this project should have
completed a “Consequence Analysis” to support the ration of benefit vs. cost.

Score

9

Points Description
4
Both quantitative and qualitative benefits make this a high priority project.
3
The benefit of this project is 2 to 4, or more, times the cost and/or the qualitative benefits
make the project one that should be given a relatively high priority.
2
The benefit of this project is over 1, but less than 2 times the cost and/or the qualitative
benefits make the project one that should be strongly considered.
1
The benefit of this project is equal to or less than the cost and/or the benefits are difficult
to quantify due to their qualitative nature.
0
The ratio of benefits vs. cost cannot be quantified.
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Complexity of Implementation: The following list shows examples of various items that can make
a project more complex;
• Time involved for planning and/or completion.
• Involves numerous agencies and/or jurisdictions
• Permitting (Either the type of permitting required or the time period involved, or both)
• Difficulty in obtaining funding
• Requires a public vote
• Requires a public hearing

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project will be relatively easy to put in place in a short period of time.
This project should not be very complex based on the items listed.
This project will be somewhat complex due to one of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves at least two of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves three or more of the items listed.

Addressed in Plans, Programs, and Policies: The following list shows examples of various
guiding principles that may affect, or be affected by, the project;
• Goals & Objectives of Sarasota LMS
• Comprehensive Growth Management Plans
• Comprehensive Emergency Management Plans
• Land Development Codes, Zoning Ordinances, or Building Codes
• Environmental, Conservation, Preservation and/or Reclamation plans, programs or
policies.
• Statutes, Public Laws, other local laws, and/or other plans, programs, or policies.

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project is addressed in at least three of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least two of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least one of the items listed.
Where this project is addressed in any plans, programs or policies is not clear.
This project may not fall within the purview of Sarasota LMS.

Health and Safety:
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Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project could affect the Health & Safety of several jurisdictions (totaling over
250,000 people) and/or major portions of the county population.
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 50,000 and 250,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 1,000 and 50,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of less than 1,000 people.
This project has no Health & Safety implications.

Compilation of Scores
Issues

Scores
1
Cost or Cost Impact
3
Probability of Funding
4

Probability of Community Acceptance
2
Ration of Benefit vs. Cost
4
Complexity of Implementation
3
Consistency with other Plans, Programs, and Policies
1
Health and Safety Considerations
Total Score 18
Date Completed:__October 20, 2009___
Scoring performed by:

___________ Local Mitigation Strategy Committee

___Gilbert Fernandez_Other (Describe): ___LMS / SRQ voting member________
Chair, Co-Chair, or Authorized Committee Member acknowledgement:
__________________________________
Printed Name

_____________________________________
Signature
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HAZARD MITIGATION PROJECT EVALUATION CRITERIA WORKSHEET
This worksheet is used, as a consistent approach, to assign a numeric value to each project. It allows
the Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Work Group to prioritize projects relative to one
another based on several factors outlined below.
Project Information
Project Priority *
Project Score
Name of Project
Brief Description of Project
Hazard Mitigated *
Mitigation Goals Achieved *
Funding Source
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction Project #
Agency Responsible for Implementation
Estimated Cost
Timeframe for Project Completion
Mitigate New or Existing

High
22
City-wide Traffic Signalization
Retrofit span wire with Mast Arms
2
Gas Tax, Penny Tax
SRQ
EN-20-0
Public Works
$1,945,000
2010-14
existing

* Refer to The Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Project List notes for assistance.

Project Scoring
Cost or Cost Impact: This would refer to the actual cost of the project over the life of the project
and/or the cost impact that would occur because of the project.

Score

9

Points Description
4
No quantifiable Cost or Cost Impact, or the Cost/Cost Impact is less than 50,000
3
Cost/Cost Impact is between $50,000 and $250,000
2
Cost/Cost Impact is between $250,001 and $1,000,000
1

Cost/Cost Impact is between $1,000,001 and $5,000,000

0

Cost/Cost Impact exceeds $5,000,000
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Probability of Funding: How likely is it that this project could get funded?

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
Funding is available through local short-term budgeting (less than two years) or a grant
for this type of project is available and the likelihood of success is high.
Funding is available through local long-term budgeting (more than two years) or grants
for this type of project are available, but the likelihood of success is moderate.
Funding could only be accomplished through matching local dollars with funds from
other sources; or would require a blend of funding sources.
Funding could only be accomplished through post-disaster funding options.
No funding sources can be identified.

Probability of Community Acceptance:
Score
9

Points Description
4
This type of project would likely be endorsed by the entire community.
3
This type of project would benefit only those directly affected and would not adversely
affect the rest of the community.
2
This type of project could place some burden of cost on the community, but would likely
be endorsed as an acceptable cost for the benefit received.
1
This type of project would place a burden of cost on the community that might not win
endorsement y residents and/or businesses.
0
This type of project is not likely to be endorsed by the community.

Estimated Ration of Benefit vs. Cost: The individual or entity proposing this project should have
completed a “Consequence Analysis” to support the ration of benefit vs. cost.

Score
9

Points Description
4
Both quantitative and qualitative benefits make this a high priority project.
3
The benefit of this project is 2 to 4, or more, times the cost and/or the qualitative benefits
make the project one that should be given a relatively high priority.
2
The benefit of this project is over 1, but less than 2 times the cost and/or the qualitative
benefits make the project one that should be strongly considered.
1
The benefit of this project is equal to or less than the cost and/or the benefits are difficult
to quantify due to their qualitative nature.
0
The ratio of benefits vs. cost cannot be quantified.
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Complexity of Implementation: The following list shows examples of various items that can make
a project more complex;
• Time involved for planning and/or completion.
• Involves numerous agencies and/or jurisdictions
• Permitting (Either the type of permitting required or the time period involved, or both)
• Difficulty in obtaining funding
• Requires a public vote
• Requires a public hearing

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project will be relatively easy to put in place in a short period of time.
This project should not be very complex based on the items listed.
This project will be somewhat complex due to one of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves at least two of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves three or more of the items listed.

Addressed in Plans, Programs, and Policies: The following list shows examples of various
guiding principles that may affect, or be affected by, the project;
• Goals & Objectives of Sarasota LMS
• Comprehensive Growth Management Plans
• Comprehensive Emergency Management Plans
• Land Development Codes, Zoning Ordinances, or Building Codes
• Environmental, Conservation, Preservation and/or Reclamation plans, programs or
policies.
• Statutes, Public Laws, other local laws, and/or other plans, programs, or policies.

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project is addressed in at least three of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least two of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least one of the items listed.
Where this project is addressed in any plans, programs or policies is not clear.
This project may not fall within the purview of Sarasota LMS.

Health and Safety:
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Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project could affect the Health & Safety of several jurisdictions (totaling over
250,000 people) and/or major portions of the county population.
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 50,000 and 250,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 1,000 and 50,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of less than 1,000 people.
This project has no Health & Safety implications.

Compilation of Scores
Issues

Scores
1
Cost or Cost Impact
3
Probability of Funding
4

Probability of Community Acceptance
4
Ration of Benefit vs. Cost
4
Complexity of Implementation
3
Consistency with other Plans, Programs, and Policies
3
Health and Safety Considerations
Total Score 22
Date Completed:____October 20, 2009____
Scoring performed by:

___________ Local Mitigation Strategy Committee

__Gilbert Fernandez_Other (Describe): __LMS / SRQ voting member_____
Chair, Co-Chair, or Authorized Committee Member acknowledgement:
__________________________________
Printed Name

_____________________________________
Signature
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HAZARD MITIGATION PROJECT EVALUATION CRITERIA WORKSHEET
This worksheet is used, as a consistent approach, to assign a numeric value to each project. It allows
the Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Work Group to prioritize projects relative to one
another based on several factors outlined below.
Project Information
Project Priority *
Project Score
Name of Project
Brief Description of Project
Hazard Mitigated *
Mitigation Goals Achieved *
Funding Source
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction Project #
Agency Responsible for Implementation
Estimated Cost
Timeframe for Project Completion
Mitigate New or Existing

Medium
19
Bird Key Bridge Re-hab No. 9
Develop plans for design and construction as nec.
5
Gas Tax, Penny Sales Tax
SRQ
EN-51.0
Public Works
$4,781.000
2012-13
existing

* Refer to The Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Project List notes for assistance.

Project Scoring
Cost or Cost Impact: This would refer to the actual cost of the project over the life of the project
and/or the cost impact that would occur because of the project.

Score

9

Points Description
4
No quantifiable Cost or Cost Impact, or the Cost/Cost Impact is less than 50,000
3
Cost/Cost Impact is between $50,000 and $250,000
2
Cost/Cost Impact is between $250,001 and $1,000,000
1

Cost/Cost Impact is between $1,000,001 and $5,000,000

0

Cost/Cost Impact exceeds $5,000,000
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Probability of Funding: How likely is it that this project could get funded?

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
Funding is available through local short-term budgeting (less than two years) or a grant
for this type of project is available and the likelihood of success is high.
Funding is available through local long-term budgeting (more than two years) or grants
for this type of project are available, but the likelihood of success is moderate.
Funding could only be accomplished through matching local dollars with funds from
other sources; or would require a blend of funding sources.
Funding could only be accomplished through post-disaster funding options.
No funding sources can be identified.

Probability of Community Acceptance:
Score
9

Points Description
4
This type of project would likely be endorsed by the entire community.
3
This type of project would benefit only those directly affected and would not adversely
affect the rest of the community.
2
This type of project could place some burden of cost on the community, but would likely
be endorsed as an acceptable cost for the benefit received.
1
This type of project would place a burden of cost on the community that might not win
endorsement y residents and/or businesses.
0
This type of project is not likely to be endorsed by the community.

Estimated Ration of Benefit vs. Cost: The individual or entity proposing this project should have
completed a “Consequence Analysis” to support the ration of benefit vs. cost.

Score
9

Points Description
4
Both quantitative and qualitative benefits make this a high priority project.
3
The benefit of this project is 2 to 4, or more, times the cost and/or the qualitative benefits
make the project one that should be given a relatively high priority.
2
The benefit of this project is over 1, but less than 2 times the cost and/or the qualitative
benefits make the project one that should be strongly considered.
1
The benefit of this project is equal to or less than the cost and/or the benefits are difficult
to quantify due to their qualitative nature.
0
The ratio of benefits vs. cost cannot be quantified.
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Complexity of Implementation: The following list shows examples of various items that can make
a project more complex;
• Time involved for planning and/or completion.
• Involves numerous agencies and/or jurisdictions
• Permitting (Either the type of permitting required or the time period involved, or both)
• Difficulty in obtaining funding
• Requires a public vote
• Requires a public hearing

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project will be relatively easy to put in place in a short period of time.
This project should not be very complex based on the items listed.
This project will be somewhat complex due to one of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves at least two of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves three or more of the items listed.

Addressed in Plans, Programs, and Policies: The following list shows examples of various
guiding principles that may affect, or be affected by, the project;
• Goals & Objectives of Sarasota LMS
• Comprehensive Growth Management Plans
• Comprehensive Emergency Management Plans
• Land Development Codes, Zoning Ordinances, or Building Codes
• Environmental, Conservation, Preservation and/or Reclamation plans, programs or
policies.
• Statutes, Public Laws, other local laws, and/or other plans, programs, or policies.

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project is addressed in at least three of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least two of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least one of the items listed.
Where this project is addressed in any plans, programs or policies is not clear.
This project may not fall within the purview of Sarasota LMS.

Health and Safety:
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9
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Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project could affect the Health & Safety of several jurisdictions (totaling over
250,000 people) and/or major portions of the county population.
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 50,000 and 250,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 1,000 and 50,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of less than 1,000 people.
This project has no Health & Safety implications.

Compilation of Scores
Issues

Scores
1
Cost or Cost Impact
3
Probability of Funding
3

Probability of Community Acceptance
4
Ration of Benefit vs. Cost
3
Complexity of Implementation
4
Consistency with other Plans, Programs, and Policies
1
Health and Safety Considerations
Total Score 19
Date Completed:__October 20, 2009__
Scoring performed by:

___________ Local Mitigation Strategy Committee

__Gilbert Fernandez__Other (Describe): ___LMS / SRQ voting member______
Chair, Co-Chair, or Authorized Committee Member acknowledgement:
__________________________________
Printed Name

_____________________________________
Signature
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HAZARD MITIGATION PROJECT EVALUATION CRITERIA WORKSHEET
This worksheet is used, as a consistent approach, to assign a numeric value to each project. It allows
the Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Work Group to prioritize projects relative to one
another based on several factors outlined below.
Project Information
Project Priority *
Project Score
Name of Project
Brief Description of Project
Hazard Mitigated *
Mitigation Goals Achieved *
Funding Source
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction Project #
Agency Responsible for Implementation
Estimated Cost
Timeframe for Project Completion
Mitigate New or Existing

High
21
Coon Key Utility Undergrounding No. 10
Relocate power underground and remove Aust. Pines
5
Penny Sales Tax, FPL, Private and Federal grants
SRQ
EN 118-0
Public Works
$1,200,000
2010-11
existing

* Refer to The Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Project List notes for assistance.

Project Scoring
Cost or Cost Impact: This would refer to the actual cost of the project over the life of the project
and/or the cost impact that would occur because of the project.

Score

9

Points Description
4
No quantifiable Cost or Cost Impact, or the Cost/Cost Impact is less than 50,000
3
Cost/Cost Impact is between $50,000 and $250,000
2
Cost/Cost Impact is between $250,001 and $1,000,000
1

Cost/Cost Impact is between $1,000,001 and $5,000,000

0

Cost/Cost Impact exceeds $5,000,000
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Probability of Funding: How likely is it that this project could get funded?

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
Funding is available through local short-term budgeting (less than two years) or a grant
for this type of project is available and the likelihood of success is high.
Funding is available through local long-term budgeting (more than two years) or grants
for this type of project are available, but the likelihood of success is moderate.
Funding could only be accomplished through matching local dollars with funds from
other sources; or would require a blend of funding sources.
Funding could only be accomplished through post-disaster funding options.
No funding sources can be identified.

Probability of Community Acceptance:
Score
9

Points Description
4
This type of project would likely be endorsed by the entire community.
3
This type of project would benefit only those directly affected and would not adversely
affect the rest of the community.
2
This type of project could place some burden of cost on the community, but would likely
be endorsed as an acceptable cost for the benefit received.
1
This type of project would place a burden of cost on the community that might not win
endorsement y residents and/or businesses.
0
This type of project is not likely to be endorsed by the community.

Estimated Ration of Benefit vs. Cost: The individual or entity proposing this project should have
completed a “Consequence Analysis” to support the ration of benefit vs. cost.

Score
9

Points Description
4
Both quantitative and qualitative benefits make this a high priority project.
3
The benefit of this project is 2 to 4, or more, times the cost and/or the qualitative benefits
make the project one that should be given a relatively high priority.
2
The benefit of this project is over 1, but less than 2 times the cost and/or the qualitative
benefits make the project one that should be strongly considered.
1
The benefit of this project is equal to or less than the cost and/or the benefits are difficult
to quantify due to their qualitative nature.
0
The ratio of benefits vs. cost cannot be quantified.
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Complexity of Implementation: The following list shows examples of various items that can make
a project more complex;
• Time involved for planning and/or completion.
• Involves numerous agencies and/or jurisdictions
• Permitting (Either the type of permitting required or the time period involved, or both)
• Difficulty in obtaining funding
• Requires a public vote
• Requires a public hearing

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project will be relatively easy to put in place in a short period of time.
This project should not be very complex based on the items listed.
This project will be somewhat complex due to one of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves at least two of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves three or more of the items listed.

Addressed in Plans, Programs, and Policies: The following list shows examples of various
guiding principles that may affect, or be affected by, the project;
• Goals & Objectives of Sarasota LMS
• Comprehensive Growth Management Plans
• Comprehensive Emergency Management Plans
• Land Development Codes, Zoning Ordinances, or Building Codes
• Environmental, Conservation, Preservation and/or Reclamation plans, programs or
policies.
• Statutes, Public Laws, other local laws, and/or other plans, programs, or policies.

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project is addressed in at least three of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least two of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least one of the items listed.
Where this project is addressed in any plans, programs or policies is not clear.
This project may not fall within the purview of Sarasota LMS.

Health and Safety:
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Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project could affect the Health & Safety of several jurisdictions (totaling over
250,000 people) and/or major portions of the county population.
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 50,000 and 250,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 1,000 and 50,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of less than 1,000 people.
This project has no Health & Safety implications.

Compilation of Scores
Issues

Scores
1
Cost or Cost Impact
3
Probability of Funding
3

Probability of Community Acceptance
4
Ration of Benefit vs. Cost
4
Complexity of Implementation
4
Consistency with other Plans, Programs, and Policies
2
Health and Safety Considerations
Total Score 21
Date Completed:__October 20, 2009__
Scoring performed by:

___________ Local Mitigation Strategy Committee

__Gilbert Fernandez__Other (Describe): ___LMS /SRQ voting member___
Chair, Co-Chair, or Authorized Committee Member acknowledgement:
__________________________________
Printed Name

_____________________________________
Signature
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HAZARD MITIGATION PROJECT EVALUATION CRITERIA WORKSHEET
This worksheet is used, as a consistent approach, to assign a numeric value to each project. It allows
the Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Work Group to prioritize projects relative to one
another based on several factors outlined below.
Project Information
Project Priority *
Project Score
Name of Project
Brief Description of Project
Hazard Mitigated *
Mitigation Goals Achieved *
Funding Source
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction Project #
Agency Responsible for Implementation
Estimated Cost
Timeframe for Project Completion
Mitigate New or Existing

High
21
Siesta Dr. Drainage
Design and construct Drainage on N. Evac. Rt. Of Siesta
Key
6
FDOT, Stimulus Grant, Penny Sales Tax
SRQ
EN-75.0
Public Works
$1,428,000
2009-2010
New

* Refer to The Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Project List notes for assistance.

Project Scoring
Cost or Cost Impact: This would refer to the actual cost of the project over the life of the project
and/or the cost impact that would occur because of the project.

Score

9

Points Description
4
No quantifiable Cost or Cost Impact, or the Cost/Cost Impact is less than 50,000
3
Cost/Cost Impact is between $50,000 and $250,000
2
Cost/Cost Impact is between $250,001 and $1,000,000
1

Cost/Cost Impact is between $1,000,001 and $5,000,000

0

Cost/Cost Impact exceeds $5,000,000
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Probability of Funding: How likely is it that this project could get funded?

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
Funding is available through local short-term budgeting (less than two years) or a grant
for this type of project is available and the likelihood of success is high.
Funding is available through local long-term budgeting (more than two years) or grants
for this type of project are available, but the likelihood of success is moderate.
Funding could only be accomplished through matching local dollars with funds from
other sources; or would require a blend of funding sources.
Funding could only be accomplished through post-disaster funding options.
No funding sources can be identified.

Probability of Community Acceptance:
Score
9

Points Description
4
This type of project would likely be endorsed by the entire community.
3
This type of project would benefit only those directly affected and would not adversely
affect the rest of the community.
2
This type of project could place some burden of cost on the community, but would likely
be endorsed as an acceptable cost for the benefit received.
1
This type of project would place a burden of cost on the community that might not win
endorsement y residents and/or businesses.
0
This type of project is not likely to be endorsed by the community.

Estimated Ration of Benefit vs. Cost: The individual or entity proposing this project should have
completed a “Consequence Analysis” to support the ration of benefit vs. cost.

Score

9

Points Description
4
Both quantitative and qualitative benefits make this a high priority project.
3
The benefit of this project is 2 to 4, or more, times the cost and/or the qualitative benefits
make the project one that should be given a relatively high priority.
2
The benefit of this project is over 1, but less than 2 times the cost and/or the qualitative
benefits make the project one that should be strongly considered.
1
The benefit of this project is equal to or less than the cost and/or the benefits are difficult
to quantify due to their qualitative nature.
0
The ratio of benefits vs. cost cannot be quantified.
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Complexity of Implementation: The following list shows examples of various items that can make
a project more complex;
• Time involved for planning and/or completion.
• Involves numerous agencies and/or jurisdictions
• Permitting (Either the type of permitting required or the time period involved, or both)
• Difficulty in obtaining funding
• Requires a public vote
• Requires a public hearing

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project will be relatively easy to put in place in a short period of time.
This project should not be very complex based on the items listed.
This project will be somewhat complex due to one of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves at least two of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves three or more of the items listed.

Addressed in Plans, Programs, and Policies: The following list shows examples of various
guiding principles that may affect, or be affected by, the project;
• Goals & Objectives of Sarasota LMS
• Comprehensive Growth Management Plans
• Comprehensive Emergency Management Plans
• Land Development Codes, Zoning Ordinances, or Building Codes
• Environmental, Conservation, Preservation and/or Reclamation plans, programs or
policies.
• Statutes, Public Laws, other local laws, and/or other plans, programs, or policies.

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project is addressed in at least three of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least two of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least one of the items listed.
Where this project is addressed in any plans, programs or policies is not clear.
This project may not fall within the purview of Sarasota LMS.
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Health and Safety:

Score

9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project could affect the Health & Safety of several jurisdictions (totaling over
250,000 people) and/or major portions of the county population.
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 50,000 and 250,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 1,000 and 50,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of less than 1,000 people.
This project has no Health & Safety implications.

Compilation of Scores
Issues

Scores
1
Cost or Cost Impact
4
Probability of Funding
4

Probability of Community Acceptance
2
Ration of Benefit vs. Cost
4
Complexity of Implementation
4
Consistency with other Plans, Programs, and Policies
2
Health and Safety Considerations
Total Score 21
Date Completed:__October 20, 2009___
Scoring performed by:

___________ Local Mitigation Strategy Committee

_Gilbert Fernandez__Other (Describe): _LMS /SRQ voting member______
Chair, Co-Chair, or Authorized Committee Member acknowledgement:
__________________________________
Printed Name

_____________________________________
Signature
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HAZARD MITIGATION PROJECT EVALUATION CRITERIA WORKSHEET
This worksheet is used, as a consistent approach, to assign a numeric value to each project. It allows
the Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Work Group to prioritize projects relative to one
another based on several factors outlined below.
Project Information
Project Priority *
Project Score
Name of Project
Brief Description of Project
Hazard Mitigated *
Mitigation Goals Achieved *
Funding Source
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction Project #
Agency Responsible for Implementation
Estimated Cost
Timeframe for Project Completion
Mitigate New or Existing

Medium
16
Cleanup of Martin Luther King Brownfield no. 12
Remediation of spoils from street sweepings
8
Penny Sales Tax, County, Undetermined
SRQ
RD-11.0
Public Works
$4,909,000
2011-12
existing

* Refer to The Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Project List notes for assistance.

Project Scoring
Cost or Cost Impact: This would refer to the actual cost of the project over the life of the project
and/or the cost impact that would occur because of the project.

Score

9

Points Description
4
No quantifiable Cost or Cost Impact, or the Cost/Cost Impact is less than 50,000
3
Cost/Cost Impact is between $50,000 and $250,000
2
Cost/Cost Impact is between $250,001 and $1,000,000
1

Cost/Cost Impact is between $1,000,001 and $5,000,000

0

Cost/Cost Impact exceeds $5,000,000
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Probability of Funding: How likely is it that this project could get funded?

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
Funding is available through local short-term budgeting (less than two years) or a grant
for this type of project is available and the likelihood of success is high.
Funding is available through local long-term budgeting (more than two years) or grants
for this type of project are available, but the likelihood of success is moderate.
Funding could only be accomplished through matching local dollars with funds from
other sources; or would require a blend of funding sources.
Funding could only be accomplished through post-disaster funding options.
No funding sources can be identified.

Probability of Community Acceptance:
Score
9

Points Description
4
This type of project would likely be endorsed by the entire community.
3
This type of project would benefit only those directly affected and would not adversely
affect the rest of the community.
2
This type of project could place some burden of cost on the community, but would likely
be endorsed as an acceptable cost for the benefit received.
1
This type of project would place a burden of cost on the community that might not win
endorsement y residents and/or businesses.
0
This type of project is not likely to be endorsed by the community.

Estimated Ration of Benefit vs. Cost: The individual or entity proposing this project should have
completed a “Consequence Analysis” to support the ration of benefit vs. cost.

Score

9

Points Description
4
Both quantitative and qualitative benefits make this a high priority project.
3
The benefit of this project is 2 to 4, or more, times the cost and/or the qualitative benefits
make the project one that should be given a relatively high priority.
2
The benefit of this project is over 1, but less than 2 times the cost and/or the qualitative
benefits make the project one that should be strongly considered.
1
The benefit of this project is equal to or less than the cost and/or the benefits are difficult
to quantify due to their qualitative nature.
0
The ratio of benefits vs. cost cannot be quantified.
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Complexity of Implementation: The following list shows examples of various items that can make
a project more complex;
• Time involved for planning and/or completion.
• Involves numerous agencies and/or jurisdictions
• Permitting (Either the type of permitting required or the time period involved, or both)
• Difficulty in obtaining funding
• Requires a public vote
• Requires a public hearing

Score

9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project will be relatively easy to put in place in a short period of time.
This project should not be very complex based on the items listed.
This project will be somewhat complex due to one of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves at least two of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves three or more of the items listed.

Addressed in Plans, Programs, and Policies: The following list shows examples of various
guiding principles that may affect, or be affected by, the project;
• Goals & Objectives of Sarasota LMS
• Comprehensive Growth Management Plans
• Comprehensive Emergency Management Plans
• Land Development Codes, Zoning Ordinances, or Building Codes
• Environmental, Conservation, Preservation and/or Reclamation plans, programs or
policies.
• Statutes, Public Laws, other local laws, and/or other plans, programs, or policies.

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project is addressed in at least three of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least two of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least one of the items listed.
Where this project is addressed in any plans, programs or policies is not clear.
This project may not fall within the purview of Sarasota LMS.

Health and Safety:
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Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project could affect the Health & Safety of several jurisdictions (totaling over
250,000 people) and/or major portions of the county population.
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 50,000 and 250,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 1,000 and 50,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of less than 1,000 people.
This project has no Health & Safety implications.

Compilation of Scores
Issues

Scores
1
Cost or Cost Impact
3
Probability of Funding
4

Probability of Community Acceptance
2
Ration of Benefit vs. Cost
0
Complexity of Implementation
4
Consistency with other Plans, Programs, and Policies
2
Health and Safety Considerations
Total Score 16
Date Completed:___October 20, 2009___
Scoring performed by:

___________ Local Mitigation Strategy Committee

__Gilbert Fernandez__Other (Describe): __LMS / SRQ voting member__
Chair, Co-Chair, or Authorized Committee Member acknowledgement:
__________________________________
Printed Name

_____________________________________
Signature
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HAZARD MITIGATION PROJECT EVALUATION CRITERIA WORKSHEET
This worksheet is used, as a consistent approach, to assign a numeric value to each project. It allows
the Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Work Group to prioritize projects relative to one
another based on several factors outlined below.
Project Information
Project Priority *
Project Score
Name of Project
Brief Description of Project
Hazard Mitigated *
Mitigation Goals Achieved *
Funding Source
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction Project #
Agency Responsible for Implementation
Estimated Cost
Timeframe for Project Completion
Mitigate New or Existing

Medium
15
Lift Station 87 project no. 13
Relocate Lift Station 7 to Lukewood Park
5
Revenue Bonds
SRQ
WU-46
Public Works
$8,500,000
2009-10
New

* Refer to The Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Project List notes for assistance.

Project Scoring
Cost or Cost Impact: This would refer to the actual cost of the project over the life of the project
and/or the cost impact that would occur because of the project.

Score

9

Points Description
4
No quantifiable Cost or Cost Impact, or the Cost/Cost Impact is less than 50,000
3
Cost/Cost Impact is between $50,000 and $250,000
2
Cost/Cost Impact is between $250,001 and $1,000,000
1

Cost/Cost Impact is between $1,000,001 and $5,000,000

0

Cost/Cost Impact exceeds $5,000,000
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Probability of Funding: How likely is it that this project could get funded?

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
Funding is available through local short-term budgeting (less than two years) or a grant
for this type of project is available and the likelihood of success is high.
Funding is available through local long-term budgeting (more than two years) or grants
for this type of project are available, but the likelihood of success is moderate.
Funding could only be accomplished through matching local dollars with funds from
other sources; or would require a blend of funding sources.
Funding could only be accomplished through post-disaster funding options.
No funding sources can be identified.

Probability of Community Acceptance:
Score

9

Points Description
4
This type of project would likely be endorsed by the entire community.
3
This type of project would benefit only those directly affected and would not adversely
affect the rest of the community.
2
This type of project could place some burden of cost on the community, but would likely
be endorsed as an acceptable cost for the benefit received.
1
This type of project would place a burden of cost on the community that might not win
endorsement y residents and/or businesses.
0
This type of project is not likely to be endorsed by the community.

Estimated Ration of Benefit vs. Cost: The individual or entity proposing this project should have
completed a “Consequence Analysis” to support the ration of benefit vs. cost.

Score

9

Points Description
4
Both quantitative and qualitative benefits make this a high priority project.
3
The benefit of this project is 2 to 4, or more, times the cost and/or the qualitative benefits
make the project one that should be given a relatively high priority.
2
The benefit of this project is over 1, but less than 2 times the cost and/or the qualitative
benefits make the project one that should be strongly considered.
1
The benefit of this project is equal to or less than the cost and/or the benefits are difficult
to quantify due to their qualitative nature.
0
The ratio of benefits vs. cost cannot be quantified.
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Complexity of Implementation: The following list shows examples of various items that can make
a project more complex;
• Time involved for planning and/or completion.
• Involves numerous agencies and/or jurisdictions
• Permitting (Either the type of permitting required or the time period involved, or both)
• Difficulty in obtaining funding
• Requires a public vote
• Requires a public hearing

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project will be relatively easy to put in place in a short period of time.
This project should not be very complex based on the items listed.
This project will be somewhat complex due to one of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves at least two of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves three or more of the items listed.

Addressed in Plans, Programs, and Policies: The following list shows examples of various
guiding principles that may affect, or be affected by, the project;
• Goals & Objectives of Sarasota LMS
• Comprehensive Growth Management Plans
• Comprehensive Emergency Management Plans
• Land Development Codes, Zoning Ordinances, or Building Codes
• Environmental, Conservation, Preservation and/or Reclamation plans, programs or
policies.
• Statutes, Public Laws, other local laws, and/or other plans, programs, or policies.

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project is addressed in at least three of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least two of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least one of the items listed.
Where this project is addressed in any plans, programs or policies is not clear.
This project may not fall within the purview of Sarasota LMS.

Health and Safety:
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Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project could affect the Health & Safety of several jurisdictions (totaling over
250,000 people) and/or major portions of the county population.
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 50,000 and 250,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 1,000 and 50,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of less than 1,000 people.
This project has no Health & Safety implications.

Compilation of Scores
Issues

Scores
0
Cost or Cost Impact
3
Probability of Funding
2

Probability of Community Acceptance
1
Ration of Benefit vs. Cost
3
Complexity of Implementation
4
Consistency with other Plans, Programs, and Policies
2
Health and Safety Considerations
Total Score 15
Date Completed:__October 20, 2009__
Scoring performed by:

___________ Local Mitigation Strategy Committee

__Gilbert Fernandez__Other (Describe): ___LMS / SRQ voting member_____________
Chair, Co-Chair, or Authorized Committee Member acknowledgement:
__________________________________
Printed Name

_____________________________________
Signature
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HAZARD MITIGATION PROJECT EVALUATION CRITERIA WORKSHEET
This worksheet is used, as a consistent approach, to assign a numeric value to each project. It allows
the Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Work Group to prioritize projects relative to one
another based on several factors outlined below.
Project Information
Project Priority *
Project Score
Name of Project
Brief Description of Project
Hazard Mitigated *
Mitigation Goals Achieved *
Funding Source
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction Project #
Agency Responsible for Implementation
Estimated Cost
Timeframe for Project Completion
Mitigate New or Existing

Medium
19
Re-habilitate Lift Stations 9 & 17 project no. 14
Raise walls to mitigate flooding
5
Revenue Bonds
SRQ
WU-46.1
Public Works
$3,051,000
2012-15
existing

* Refer to The Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Project List notes for assistance.

Project Scoring
Cost or Cost Impact: This would refer to the actual cost of the project over the life of the project
and/or the cost impact that would occur because of the project.

Score

9

Points Description
4
No quantifiable Cost or Cost Impact, or the Cost/Cost Impact is less than 50,000
3
Cost/Cost Impact is between $50,000 and $250,000
2
Cost/Cost Impact is between $250,001 and $1,000,000
1

Cost/Cost Impact is between $1,000,001 and $5,000,000

0

Cost/Cost Impact exceeds $5,000,000
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Probability of Funding: How likely is it that this project could get funded?

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
Funding is available through local short-term budgeting (less than two years) or a grant
for this type of project is available and the likelihood of success is high.
Funding is available through local long-term budgeting (more than two years) or grants
for this type of project are available, but the likelihood of success is moderate.
Funding could only be accomplished through matching local dollars with funds from
other sources; or would require a blend of funding sources.
Funding could only be accomplished through post-disaster funding options.
No funding sources can be identified.

Probability of Community Acceptance:
Score

9

Points Description
4
This type of project would likely be endorsed by the entire community.
3
This type of project would benefit only those directly affected and would not adversely
affect the rest of the community.
2
This type of project could place some burden of cost on the community, but would likely
be endorsed as an acceptable cost for the benefit received.
1
This type of project would place a burden of cost on the community that might not win
endorsement y residents and/or businesses.
0
This type of project is not likely to be endorsed by the community.

Estimated Ration of Benefit vs. Cost: The individual or entity proposing this project should have
completed a “Consequence Analysis” to support the ration of benefit vs. cost.

Score
9

Points Description
4
Both quantitative and qualitative benefits make this a high priority project.
3
The benefit of this project is 2 to 4, or more, times the cost and/or the qualitative benefits
make the project one that should be given a relatively high priority.
2
The benefit of this project is over 1, but less than 2 times the cost and/or the qualitative
benefits make the project one that should be strongly considered.
1
The benefit of this project is equal to or less than the cost and/or the benefits are difficult
to quantify due to their qualitative nature.
0
The ratio of benefits vs. cost cannot be quantified.
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Complexity of Implementation: The following list shows examples of various items that can make
a project more complex;
• Time involved for planning and/or completion.
• Involves numerous agencies and/or jurisdictions
• Permitting (Either the type of permitting required or the time period involved, or both)
• Difficulty in obtaining funding
• Requires a public vote
• Requires a public hearing

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project will be relatively easy to put in place in a short period of time.
This project should not be very complex based on the items listed.
This project will be somewhat complex due to one of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves at least two of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves three or more of the items listed.

Addressed in Plans, Programs, and Policies: The following list shows examples of various
guiding principles that may affect, or be affected by, the project;
• Goals & Objectives of Sarasota LMS
• Comprehensive Growth Management Plans
• Comprehensive Emergency Management Plans
• Land Development Codes, Zoning Ordinances, or Building Codes
• Environmental, Conservation, Preservation and/or Reclamation plans, programs or
policies.
• Statutes, Public Laws, other local laws, and/or other plans, programs, or policies.

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project is addressed in at least three of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least two of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least one of the items listed.
Where this project is addressed in any plans, programs or policies is not clear.
This project may not fall within the purview of Sarasota LMS.

Health and Safety:
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Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project could affect the Health & Safety of several jurisdictions (totaling over
250,000 people) and/or major portions of the county population.
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 50,000 and 250,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 1,000 and 50,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of less than 1,000 people.
This project has no Health & Safety implications.

Compilation of Scores
Issues

Scores
1
Cost or Cost Impact
3
Probability of Funding
2

Probability of Community Acceptance
4
Ration of Benefit vs. Cost
3
Complexity of Implementation
4
Consistency with other Plans, Programs, and Policies
2
Health and Safety Considerations
Total Score 19
Date Completed:__October 20, 2009___
Scoring performed by:

___________ Local Mitigation Strategy Committee

__Gilbert Fernandez_Other (Describe): __LMS /SRQ voting member___________
Chair, Co-Chair, or Authorized Committee Member acknowledgement:
__________________________________
Printed Name

_____________________________________
Signature
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HAZARD MITIGATION PROJECT EVALUATION CRITERIA WORKSHEET
This worksheet is used, as a consistent approach, to assign a numeric value to each project. It allows
the Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Work Group to prioritize projects relative to one
another based on several factors outlined below.
Project Information
Project Priority *
Project Score
Name of Project
Brief Description of Project
Hazard Mitigated *
Mitigation Goals Achieved *
Funding Source
Jurisdiction
Jurisdiction Project #
Agency Responsible for Implementation
Estimated Cost
Timeframe for Project Completion
Mitigate New or Existing

Medium
19
Indian Beach shoreline restoration
Install Geo Web Mat for shoreline stabilization
5
Penny 3 Tax
SRQ
RP-57
Public Works
$150,000
2009-10
existing

* Refer to The Sarasota County Local Mitigation Strategy Project List notes for assistance.

Project Scoring
Cost or Cost Impact: This would refer to the actual cost of the project over the life of the project
and/or the cost impact that would occur because of the project.

Score
9

Points Description
4
No quantifiable Cost or Cost Impact, or the Cost/Cost Impact is less than 50,000
3
Cost/Cost Impact is between $50,000 and $250,000
2
Cost/Cost Impact is between $250,001 and $1,000,000
1

Cost/Cost Impact is between $1,000,001 and $5,000,000

0

Cost/Cost Impact exceeds $5,000,000
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Probability of Funding: How likely is it that this project could get funded?

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
Funding is available through local short-term budgeting (less than two years) or a grant
for this type of project is available and the likelihood of success is high.
Funding is available through local long-term budgeting (more than two years) or grants
for this type of project are available, but the likelihood of success is moderate.
Funding could only be accomplished through matching local dollars with funds from
other sources; or would require a blend of funding sources.
Funding could only be accomplished through post-disaster funding options.
No funding sources can be identified.

Probability of Community Acceptance:
Score
9

Points Description
4
This type of project would likely be endorsed by the entire community.
3
This type of project would benefit only those directly affected and would not adversely
affect the rest of the community.
2
This type of project could place some burden of cost on the community, but would likely
be endorsed as an acceptable cost for the benefit received.
1
This type of project would place a burden of cost on the community that might not win
endorsement y residents and/or businesses.
0
This type of project is not likely to be endorsed by the community.

Estimated Ration of Benefit vs. Cost: The individual or entity proposing this project should have
completed a “Consequence Analysis” to support the ration of benefit vs. cost.

Score

9

Points Description
4
Both quantitative and qualitative benefits make this a high priority project.
3
The benefit of this project is 2 to 4, or more, times the cost and/or the qualitative benefits
make the project one that should be given a relatively high priority.
2
The benefit of this project is over 1, but less than 2 times the cost and/or the qualitative
benefits make the project one that should be strongly considered.
1
The benefit of this project is equal to or less than the cost and/or the benefits are difficult
to quantify due to their qualitative nature.
0
The ratio of benefits vs. cost cannot be quantified.
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Complexity of Implementation: The following list shows examples of various items that can make
a project more complex;
• Time involved for planning and/or completion.
• Involves numerous agencies and/or jurisdictions
• Permitting (Either the type of permitting required or the time period involved, or both)
• Difficulty in obtaining funding
• Requires a public vote
• Requires a public hearing

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project will be relatively easy to put in place in a short period of time.
This project should not be very complex based on the items listed.
This project will be somewhat complex due to one of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves at least two of the items listed.
This is a complex project because it involves three or more of the items listed.

Addressed in Plans, Programs, and Policies: The following list shows examples of various
guiding principles that may affect, or be affected by, the project;
• Goals & Objectives of Sarasota LMS
• Comprehensive Growth Management Plans
• Comprehensive Emergency Management Plans
• Land Development Codes, Zoning Ordinances, or Building Codes
• Environmental, Conservation, Preservation and/or Reclamation plans, programs or
policies.
• Statutes, Public Laws, other local laws, and/or other plans, programs, or policies.

Score
9

Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project is addressed in at least three of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least two of the items listed.
This project is addressed in at least one of the items listed.
Where this project is addressed in any plans, programs or policies is not clear.
This project may not fall within the purview of Sarasota LMS.

Health and Safety:
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9
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Points
4
3
2
1
0

Description
This project could affect the Health & Safety of several jurisdictions (totaling over
250,000 people) and/or major portions of the county population.
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 50,000 and 250,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of between 1,000 and 50,000 people
This project could affect the Health & Safety of less than 1,000 people.
This project has no Health & Safety implications.

Compilation of Scores
Issues

Scores
3
Cost or Cost Impact
4
Probability of Funding
3

Probability of Community Acceptance
2
Ration of Benefit vs. Cost
3
Complexity of Implementation
3
Consistency with other Plans, Programs, and Policies
1
Health and Safety Considerations
Total Score 19
Date Completed:__October 20, 2009___
Scoring performed by:

___________ Local Mitigation Strategy Committee

__Gilbert Fernandez__Other (Describe): __LMS /SRQ voting member__
Chair, Co-Chair, or Authorized Committee Member acknowledgement:
__________________________________
Printed Name

_____________________________________
Signature
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CITY OF SARASOTA
Policy, Regulation and -Program
City of Sarasota’s City Plan has
provided Goals and Objectives that
set policy and the LDR has
regulations for lands in the Flood
Hazard and Coastal High Hazard
areas.
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Jurisdictions and Source
City LDR - Article VII &
Zoning Code Section VII405. Areas of Special Flood
Hazard

Mitigation Function/Goal
Establishment of areas of special flood hazard
applicability to zoning districts.
City of Sarasota Goals
Future Land Use Chapter
Goal It shall be the goal of the City of Sarasota
to achieve a high quality living environment
through:
• encouraging compatible land uses,
• restoring and protecting the natural
environment, and
• providing facilities and services which
meet the social and economic needs of the
community.

Evaluation
This Policy will help
limit and control
growth in Flood
Hazard areas.

Objective 1 - Land Use Classifications.
To
create and map land use classification that:
consider the suitability of land for development
and redevelopment.
.
Action Strategy 2.1 - Components of the Land
Development Regulations:
The Land
Development Regulations, and any subsequent
revisions made thereto, shall continue to address:
• areas subject to seasonal or periodic
flooding,
• coastal high hazard areas,
• areas of special flood hazard;

Establish goals and regulations to
provide high quality development and
redevelopment.

City of Sarasota Code Chapter 29.5

Local Mitigation Strategy Goals
Goal 3, 8 & 9
Establish design criteria to establish uniform
practices to protect public safety.
City of Sarasota Goals
Future Land Use Chapter
Goal To achieve a high quality living

Makes the community
more disaster resistant.
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environment through:
• encouraging compatible land uses,
• restoring and protecting the natural
environment, and
• providing facilities and services which
meet the social and economic needs of the
community.
Objective 1 - Land Use Classifications
To create and map land use
classifications that:
• consider the suitability of land for
development and redevelopment, and
• reflect the availability of public utility and
facility capacities at adopted level - of service.
Local Mitigation Strategy Goals
Goal 4&9
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Meet the existing and future utility
needs of he City’s residents and
business.
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Jurisdictions and Source
City of Sarasota Code -Chapter 37

Mitigation Function/Goal

Evaluation

Provide for safe and efficient utility facilities
during hazard event.
City of Sarasota Goals
Utilities Chapter
Goal - It shall be the goal of the City of Sarasota
to meet the existing and future utility needs of
the city’s residents and businesses through the
provision of safe and efficient utility facilities; to
construct, maintain, and operate utility facilities
in an environmentally sensitive manner; and to
coordinate provision of facilities with the future
land use plan map.

Makes the community
more disaster resistant.

Objective 1 - Utility System to Meet Present
and Future Needs - The City shall continue to
provide a safe and efficient utility system that
meets present and future needs.

Historic Preservation Board reviews,
designates, approves and appeals
actions related to designated historic
resources.

Sarasota City Plan – Future
Land Use Plan
LDR’s Article III, Division 4

Local Mitigation Strategy Goals
Goal 1&2
Identify historic and archeological resources to
promote the conservation and restoration of said
resources. The City maintains a Historic
Preservation Program that will provide for the
designation and preservation of historic
resources.
City of Sarasota Goals
Historic Preservation Chapter
Goal - It shall be the goal of the City of
Sarasota to identify, document, protect,
preserve, and enhance all cultural, historic,
architectural and archaeological resources of
the City.

Establishes data on
existing historical
resources.

Objective 1 – Inventory of Historic
Resources - Identify historic resources
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significant to the City of Sarasota, including
buildings, structures, sites, districts, objects,
and archaeological sites which reflect the
City’s cultural, social, economic, political, prehistoric and architectural history.

Local Mitigation Strategy Goals
Goal 5
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City of Sarasota/FDOT maintenance
agreement.
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Jurisdictions and Source
Maintenance Agreement

Mitigation Function/Goal
Reduction of loss to life and property
City of Sarasota Goals
Governmental Coordination Chapter
Objective 3 - State, Regional and Other Local
Planning Organizations - The City will
continue to coordinate with governmental
entities on the development of state, regional and
local plans with mutual impacts.

Evaluation
Implement through
Public Works
Department. Regular
maintenance on
roadway.

Action Strategy 4.1, Interlocal Agreements:
The City shall develop and maintain interlocal
agreements with appropriate units of government
to facilitate effective intergovernmental
coordination.

City / County consolidation of Fire
Departments, Stormwater, and Parks
and Recreation Departments.

Consolidation Agreements

Local Mitigation Strategy Goals
Goal 3
Reduction of loss of life and property.
City of Sarasota Goals
Governmental Coordination Chapter
Goal - The City shall maintain effective and
efficient coordination with local, regional, State
and Federal governmental entities and agencies.

Established to provide
a comprehensive
approach to
stormwater, recreation
and fire services.

Objective 1 – Neighboring Jurisdictions - The
City will continue to coordinate with
surrounding governments, including Sarasota
County, Manatee County, and the Town of
Longboat Key, on issues that have mutual
impacts.

Local Mitigation Strategy Goals
Goal 3, 4, 5, 6 &7
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Coordinate the delivery of Police /
Sheriff protection.
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Mutual Aid Agreement

Reduction of loss of life and property.
City of Sarasota Goals
Governmental Coordination Chapter
Goal - The City shall maintain effective and
efficient coordination with local, regional, State
and Federal governmental entities and agencies.

On-going program
makes community
more responsive.

Objective 1 – Neighboring Jurisdictions - The
City will continue to coordinate with
surrounding governments, including Sarasota
County, Manatee County, and the Town of
Longboat Key, on issues that have mutual
impacts.
Local Mitigation Strategy Goals
Goal 6
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Policy, Regulation and -Program

Jurisdictions and Source

Mitigation Function/Goal

Evaluation

The City shall pursue grants and other
funding sources to assist in the
renourishment of the City’s beaches
for the protection of public and
private property.

City’s Beach Renourishment
Program
Capital Improvement
Program

Protection of private and public coastal property
from storm damage.
City of Sarasota Goals
Environmental Protection and Coastal Islands
Chapter
Goal - It shall be the goal of the City of Sarasota
to protect life and property in the coastal area
from destruction by natural disasters.

The Beach Renourishment Program makes
the community more
disaster resistant.

Objective 4 - Reduction of Exposure to
Natural Disasters
The City, working in cooperation with the
Sarasota County Department of Emergency
Management, shall continue to reduce the
exposure of life and property to natural
disasters and discourage population
concentrations in the coastal high hazard area.

City of Sarasota maintains eligibility
for flood insurance for the welfare of
its property owners through programs
of the Federal Government.

City’s LDR’s - Article VII,
Division 4.

Action Strategy 4.11, Renourishment of the
City’s Beaches: The City shall continue its
program of periodic beach renourishment in
order to protect upland property and to support
the economic benefits of tourism. The City shall
pursue grants and other funding sources to assist
in the renourishment of the City’s beaches for the
protection of public and private property.
Local Mitigation Strategy Goals
Goal 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 & 9
Provide regulations in the LDR’s so the City
On-going program will
residents would be eligible for the flood
help reconstruction in
insurance program.
event of a disasters.
City of Sarasota Goals
Environmental Protection and Coastal Islands
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Chapter
Goal 2 - It shall be the goal of the City of
Sarasota to protect life and property in the coastal
area from destruction by natural disasters.
Objective 4 - Reduction of Exposure to
Natural Disasters
The City, working in cooperation with the
Sarasota County Department of Emergency
Management, shall continue to reduce the
exposure of life and property to natural disasters
and discourage population concentrations in the
coastal high hazard area.
Action Strategy 4.3, Federal Emergency
Management Act (FEMA): The City will
continue to participate in the Federal Emergency
Management Act Community Rating Systems
(CRS) Program, which involves meeting higher
than minimum FEMA standards. The CRS
program includes but is not limited to:
• the City’s adopted flood plain management
program which deals with strategies to
lessen
flooding
and
respond
to
emergencies; and
• annual reports to the CRS Program on the
City’s progress, and effects of any storms.

Local Mitigation Strategy Goals
Goal 1& 9
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Develop a Local Mitigation Strategy
with Sarasota County
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Jurisdictions and Source
City of Sarasota Local
Mitigation Strategy

Mitigation Function/Goal
To encourage development of projects, plans and
programs to mitigate risk to life and damage to
property from hazards.
City of Sarasota Goals
Environmental Protection and Coastal Islands
Chapter

Evaluation
This is in
development. Will
make the Community
more disaster resistant.

Goal 2 - It shall be the goal of the City of
Sarasota to protect life and property in the coastal
area from destruction by natural disasters.
Objective 4 - Reduction of Exposure to
Natural Disasters - The City, working in
cooperation with the Sarasota County
Department of Emergency Management, shall
continue to reduce the exposure of life and
property to natural disasters and discourage
population concentrations in the coastal high
hazard area.
Action Strategy 4.10, Minimizing the Risks of
Natural Disasters: The City will coordinate
with Sarasota County in utilizing the Local
Mitigation Strategy (LMS) for the purpose of
minimizing the risks of natural disasters. The
LMS includes an assessment of vulnerabilities to
natural disasters and mitigate initiatives to
minimize risks.

The Land Use Plan presents Goals,
Objectives and Policies regarding the
future use of land in the City Limit of
Sarasota.

Local Mitigation Strategy Goals
Goals 2,3,7,8,9 & 10
To encourage compatible land uses and protect the
natural environment.
City of Sarasota Goals
Future Land Use Chapter

Florida’s Local Government
Comprehensive Planning and
Land Development &
Regulation Act of 1975,
amended in 1985. Adopted by Goal - It shall be the goal of the City of Sarasota
to achieve a high quality living environment
City in 1986.

Makes the Community
more disaster resistant.
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through:
• encouraging compatible land uses,
• restoring and protecting the natural
environment, and
• providing facilities and services which
meet the social and economic needs of the
community.
Objective 1 - Land Use Classifications,
Objective 2 - Land Development Regulations,
Objective 3 - Development Review and
Approval Process,
Objective 4 - Downtown Master Plan,
Objective 5 - Preserving and Enhancing the
Built Environment,
Objective 6 - Studies and Research,
Objective 7 - Other Jurisdictions and Special
Authorities,
Objective 8 - Annexation, and
Objective 9 - Implementation of the Newtown
Community Redevelopment Area Plan.
Local Mitigation Strategy Goals
Goal 1,3 and 5
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The Comprehensive Plan presents
Goals, Objectives and Policies
addressing housing needs and
protection from natural disasters for
City residents.
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Jurisdictions and Source

Mitigation Function/Goal

Evaluation

Florida’s Local Government
Comprehensive Planning and
Land Development &
Regulation Act of 1975,
amended in 1985. Adopted
by City of Sarasota in 1986.

The Comprehensive Plan identifies the needs of
the community as to the health, safety and
welfare of its citizens
City of Sarasota Goals
Goal - It shall be the goal of the City of Sarasota
to provide opportunities for safe, sanitary, and
affordable housing to meet the needs of all City
residents while recognizing the private sector as
the primary provider of housing.

Makes the Community
more disaster resistant.

Objective 1 - New Construction - The City
shall continue to enhance a City
government/private sector association that
encourages the private sector to provide new
housing that:
• meets the needs of City residents;
• is innovative;
• is compatible with the City’s
neighborhoods;¹ and
• offers diverse housing types and
affordability levels to meet the present and
future needs of Sarasota City residents.
Objective 2 - Maintaining the Existing
Housing Stock - The City will continue to
encourage the private sector to conserve,
maintain and enhance the existing housing stock,
including historic structures and sites.
Maintaining the existing housing stock is a
priority, not only for historic preservation
purposes and maintaining an attractive looking
City, but also for creating affordable housing in
the City, as it is a cost effective alternative to
new construction of housing units.
Objective 4 - Housing for Populations of
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Special Needs - The City will continue to take
maximum advantage of Federal and State
incentive and funding programs in order to create
maximum housing opportunities for the City’s
very low and low income households and other
households of special needs.
Objective 5 - Coordinate with other Local
Governments and Private Sector - The City
shall continue to coordinate housing programs
with other local governments and the private
sector.
Environmental Protection and Coast Islands
Chapter
Goal 2 - It shall be the goal of the City of
Sarasota to protect life and property in the
coastal area from destruction by natural disasters.
Objective 4 - Reduction of Exposure to
Natural Disasters - The City, working in
cooperation with the Sarasota County
Department of Emergency Management, shall
continue to reduce the exposure of life and
property to natural disasters and discourage
population concentrations in the coastal high
hazard area.
Action Strategy 4.2, Storm Damage
Minimization: The potential for storm damage
shall be minimized through compliance with
applicable Land Development Regulations
including but not limited to:
• Florida Building Code (2004);
• Coastal Construction Code;
• Sarasota Zoning Code…
Action Strategy 4.3, Federal Emergency
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Management Act (FEMA): The City will
continue to participate in the Federal Emergency
Management Act Community Rating Systems
(CRS) Program, which involves meeting higher
than minimum FEMA standards. The CRS
program includes but is not limited to:
• the City’s adopted flood plain management
program which deals with strategies to
lessen
flooding
and
respond
to
emergencies; and
• annual reports to the CRS Program on the
City’s progress, and effects of any storms.
Action Strategy 4.6, Coastal Property
Acquisition: The City will consider measures,
including the acquisition of coastal property
subject to frequent damage during natural
disasters, to reduce the exposure of life and
property to future disasters.
Action Strategy 4.10, Minimizing the Risks of
Natural Disasters: The City will coordinate
with Sarasota County in utilizing the Local
Mitigation Strategy (LMS) for the purpose of
minimizing the risks of natural disasters. The
LMS includes an assessment of vulnerabilities to
natural disasters and mitigate initiatives to
minimize risks.
Local Mitigation Strategy Goals

Natural Resources
Protection/Landscaping and
Vegetation Division establishes
standards for landscaping and
buffering.

City Code - Chapter 35
LDR’S, Article VII, Division
3.

Goal 3, 6 & 9
These requirements will improve the appearance
of the City as well as assist in the natural control
of air and water pollution and soil conservation.
City of Sarasota Goals
Environmental Protection and Coastal
Islands Chapter
Goal 1 - It shall be the goal of the City of

On - going program
that will help restore
the natural
environment.
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Sarasota to protect, maintain, enhance, and,
where appropriate, restore its natural
environment.
Objective 1 - Compliance with Existing
Regulations - The City shall continue the
administration, enforcement, and compliance
with existing regulations and policies.
Action
Strategy
1.1,
Requests
for
Development Approval: During the review of
requests for both public and private development
approval, the City shall ensure that applications
are consistent with the relevant environmental
components of this comprehensive plan, and the
most recently adopted and applicable local,
regional, state, and federal plans and regulations.
These shall include, but are not limited to, the
City’s Land Development Regulations including:
• Tree Protection regulations in Article
VII, Division 3.1 of the Zoning Code…
Action Strategy 1.4, Specific Natural Resource
Protection Initiatives - Vegetation:
Tree Protection:
Trees, including
mangrove stands, shall be protected with the
exception of certain exotic pest species
identified pursuant to the Tree Protection
regulations contained within Article VII,
Division 3.1 of the Zoning Code.
Nuisance Trees and Vegetation: The City
will continue to identify nuisance trees and
vegetation and will describe criteria and
measures for their removal. The City will
pursue a program of removing nuisance trees
and vegetation from City-owned public lands
and encourages their removal from other
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public and private property.
Tree Protection Ordinance: The City shall
periodically review the Tree Protection
ordinance and make necessary revisions to
insure it is achieving the intended purpose.
Reviews shall consider best management
practices for tree protection.
Green Canopy Program: To support the
“Green Canopy Program” as a means of
urban beautification, the Public Works
Department shall:
• Inventory the need for urban trees;
• Prepare a guide for selection, planting
procedures, and care for urban trees;
and,
• Allow for the private contribution of
funds into a program that increases the
number of trees in public spaces.
The City shall work toward achieving and
maintaining Sarasota County’s tree canopy
coverage goal of 40%.

Florida Friendly Landscapes Program:
The City shall promote the Florida Friendly
Landscapes Program and shall utilize Florida
Friendly Landscape techniques and plants for
city-owned property.
Florida friendly
landscapes use native vegetation that require
low levels of irrigation and fertilization.

Local Mitigation Strategy Goals
Goal 5
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City of Sarasota provides
requirements and procedures for
future stormwater needs through
Sarasota County.
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Jurisdictions and Source

Mitigation Function/Goal

Evaluation

Sarasota City Plan - Utilities
County Stormwater Utility
Interlocal Agreement for
Stormwater Consolidation.

These requirements and procedures assure future
development will provide adequate stormwater
facilities.
City of Sarasota Goals
Goal - It shall be the goal of the City of Sarasota
to meet the existing and future utility needs of
the city’s residents and businesses through the
provision of safe and efficient utility facilities; to
construct, maintain, and operate utility facilities
in an environmentally sensitive manner; and to
coordinate provision of facilities with the future
land use plan map.

On - going program
that assures future
development provides
its own stormwater
drainage needs.

Objective 1 - Utility System to Meet Present
and Future Needs - The City shall continue to
provide a safe and efficient utility system that
meets present and future needs.
Action Strategy 1.7, Stormwater Drainage:
The City shall require development to provide
facilities for stormwater drainage in accordance
with the Engineering Design Criteria Manual and
in accordance with the requirements of Florida
Administrative Code, Chapter 62-25.
Action Strategy 1.8, Stormwater Drainage
Level-of-Service: The stormwater drainage
system shall provide adequate capacity to
maintain a minimum level-of-service C (Street
and Yard Flooding only) using a 25-year/24-hour
design storm.
Action Strategy 1.9, Sarasota County Storm
Water Fee Proceeds: Proceeds from Sarasota
County Storm Water special assessments shall be
used for maintenance, planning, elimination of
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structure flooding, and the reduction of pollutants
carried by stormwater runoff into Sarasota Bay.
Action Strategy 1.10, Drainage System
Improvements: The City shall work with the
Sarasota County Stormwater Environmental
Utility to:
• complete Basin Master Plans,
• evaluate the recommended improvements
to the drainage system to correct existing
deficiencies as identified in each Basin
Master Plan, and
• as the funds are available will consider
implementing the improvements.
Action Strategy 1.11, Development:
Development shall be subject to the availability
of adequate levels of service for potable water,
sanitary sewer, solid waste, and drainage,
pursuant to the relevant action strategies of the
Capital Improvements Chapter.
Action Strategy 2.2 Environmental
Protection From Stormwater Runoff: The
quality and quantity of storm water runoff shall
be regulated in accordance with:
• Chapter 17-25 Florida Administrative
Code;
• Environmental Resource Permitting of
Surface Water Management Systems,
administered by the Southwest Florida
Water Management District, (Chapters
40D-4, 40D-40, 40D-45 and
40D-400, Florida Administrative Code);
• National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
Permit No. FLS000004; and
• The City’s Engineering Design Criteria
Manual (EDCM), Chapter 29.5, Ordinance
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89-3278, in order to protect the quality of
receiving water bodies. The EDCM will
continue to require that any new
development not be allowed to shed storm
water at a higher rate onto adjacent rightof-way or property than was discharged
from the site in its prior existing state.
Action Strategy 3.3, Stormwater
Management: The City will explore
alternatives to balance redevelopment efforts and
site specific stormwater management
requirements.
Action Strategy 3.4, Regional Stormwater
Management: In recognition of the desires to
improve watershed management while
promoting continued urban development and
redevelopment, the City shall assist Sarasota
County in investigating the feasibility of utilizing
aggregate and/or regional stormwater
management facilities.
Local Mitigation Strategy Goals

Repetitive Loss Program

City of Sarasota
Comprehensive Plan

Goal 3, 4, 8 & 9
Repetitive Loss properties are listed, inspected
and photos taken to determine what measures
can be taken to reduce further flood damage.
City of Sarasota Goals
Environmental Protection and Coastal
Islands Plan
Goal 2 - It shall be the goal of the City of
Sarasota to protect life and property in the
coastal area from destruction by natural disasters.

Can use improvement.
In some cases the
claims are as many as
nine years old.
Improved flooding
information is needed.

Objective 4 - Reduction of Exposure to
Natural Disasters -The City, working in
cooperation with the Sarasota County
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Department of Emergency Management, shall
continue to reduce the exposure of life and
property to natural disasters and discourage
population concentrations in the coastal high
hazard area.
Action Strategy 4.2, Storm Damage
Minimization: The potential for storm damage
shall be minimized through compliance with
applicable Land Development Regulations
including but not limited to:
• Florida Building Code (2004);
• Coastal Construction Code;
• Sarasota Zoning Code…
Action Strategy 4.6, Coastal Property
Acquisition: The City will consider measures,
including the acquisition of coastal property
subject to frequent damage during natural
disasters, to reduce the exposure of life and
property to future disasters.
Action Strategy 4.10, Minimizing the Risks of
Natural Disasters: The City will coordinate
with Sarasota County in utilizing the Local
Mitigation Strategy (LMS) for the purpose of
minimizing the risks of natural disasters. The
LMS includes an assessment of vulnerabilities to
natural disasters and mitigate initiatives to
minimize risks.
Local Mitigation Strategy Goals

Goal 4
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